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Candidates arrive,
meet constituents
BY jENNY WOHLLEB
SENIOR EDITOR

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

Students, faculty and staff
kept busy this week meeting
with the first three finalists in
the presidential search.

Cand id ate # 1
The first _c andidate, G. David
Gearhart, arrived Monday for a
round of forums with each constituent group on campus.
Gearhart, senior vice president for development and university :relations at Penn State
University, described his style
of leadership as conflict management.
"You need clear direct communication," he said. "I expect
a lot from the people who work
with me. A manager's job is to
make sure there is unanimity.
"I tcy to intercede as often as
possible when there's a severe
problem, when it starts impacting the university. I don't like
to work with people who don't
work for the common good."
Gearhart also said he had an
open door policy and would be
accessible, as time allows, to
anyone at the University.
He U,ld tacwty a preaide.rit
has to be willing to listen and to
keep the lines of communication open.
"I would provide communication between the Board of
Regents and the faculty
because it's important both
understand
where
each

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Dr. Ronald J. Kurth gives his farewell address to faculty, staff and
students.

Jam es Kerley

Moving

on~ ..
Kurth b ids farewell

Position:
senior vice president for
development and university
relations, Penn State
University

Position:
dean of the College of
Engineering, Mississippi
State University

Position:
president of Hopkinsville
Community College

Education:
Westminster College, B.A.;
University of Arkansas,
D.E., School of Law, J .D.

Education:
Purdue University,
B.S.M.E.; University of
California, Berkeley, M.S.;
Purdue University, Ph.D.

Education:
Tennessee Tech University,
B.S.; The Citadel, M.A.T. ;
Florida State University,
Ph.D.

BY jENNY WOHLLEB

standS,"! he said.
At Penn State, Gearhart

"I can't wawe • Wll!ld aWl ~
in money. This ia the area rve

organized a successful six-year
fund drive that raise d $352 mil
·lion for the School. He said
fundraising is his fort6, and if
he came to Murray State, he
would continue his efforts here.
"fm not a magician," he said.

tried to excel in the last few
.........
Ye """
An interesting fact about
Gearhart is be studied under
Bill and Hillary Clinton at the
University of Arkansas. True to
current
public
thought,
0

SENIOR EotTOR

President Ronald J. Kurth
his four years at Murray
State University the same he
began them - with claas.
Kurth. whose contract was
HEATHR 8ECI.fY/Staff
not renewed by the Board of
Regents, accepted a job as the
Oearhari 1laid the Pnmde.nt
dean of faculty at the Air War
was the easier professor of the College in Montgomecy, Ala.
two.
His farewell address recalled
the goals and successes Kurth
Candidate I 2
and his wife Charlene have had
during his presidency.
"Let me assure all of you that
Charlene and I are not leaving
See VISIT/16 on a sad or a regretful note, but
~nded

with a sense of pride and
accomplishment, with a fond~
ness for thia campua and the
good friends we have found
here,• he said.
Some of the items Kurth
recalled brought forth laughter
in the audience. He mentioned
the beginning of his presidency
and the earthquake acare of
1990.
"We organized and energized
and developed solid plans for
meeting a disaster that did not
come according to prophecy - a
false prophecy in this case,• he
See FAREWELL/16

Board appoints Booth interim,
passes room and board increase

SMOKIN' DRUM

Prior
to
being named
provost,
For the second time in his Booth
was
career, James Booth has been chairman of
named acting president of the departMurray State University. The ment
of
Board of Regents made the speech comdecision Tuesday night after it munication of
BOOTH
granted Dr. Ronald J . Kurth a theatre.
sabbatical beginning today.
After accepting Booth, the
Booth first served as acting Board instructed him to freeze
president during the 1989-90 all openings in administrative
academic year prior to Kurth's positions in order to create
presidential appointment.
funds to be used for faculty and
"With (my previous) experi- staff salaries.
ence and for this short period of
He was also instructed to
time, I feel it is a logical move,• begin a review of all University
Booth said after the announce- programs, academic and nonment.
academic, in an effort to identiHe has served as provost and fy :resources for salary increasvice president for academic and es.
student affairs since 1990.
The Board resolved Kurth's

BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

•
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Correction
Jud Cook/Photo Editor

W hile passing through Murray with ._ companion, Seaweed
Smoket stops in front of the Curris Center to play her drum.

NEWS

Last week's issue of The Murra.y State News incorrectly
reported that a claim had been filed March 24 with MSU's
Office of Equal Opportunity concerning an alleged homosexual

remaining contract, agreeing to
continue to provide his regular
salacy, an automobile, moving
expenses not to exceed $8,000,
current insurance coverage
throughout his remaining
employment and to permit him
to retain title of president while
on leave.
Relating a concern from the
Faculty Senate, faculty regent
Frank Julian asked the Board
to give faculty members three
working days notice before the
arrival of the next presidential
candidate.
"In past presidential searches, faculty has received
advance notice: Julian said,
•and they wonder why that tradition has not been maintained.•
Julian said faculty members

INDEX

What a trip...

University phone services will not
~---" require the 502 area code for
_.~~long distance phone
--~ calls until June 1.

7

11111•

See BOOTH/16

discrimination case. Anazette Fields, director of the office, said
no such claim had been flied or is being investigated.
Information for the article was not obtained from the Office ,
of Equal Opportunity.
We regret this error.

COLLEGE LIFE

Dial 502?

told him the procua has been
too closed and secretive.
Agreeing •absolutely and com- '
pletely," Julian said faculty
members are •perfectly reasonable• in asking the Board for
the three-day notice.
However, the Board failed to
take formal action on the proposal since the recommendation was not on ·the agenda.
In ether buaineea, the Board:
• approved a 3 percent room
and board increase effective
1994 summer session
•accepted a recommendation
to &eeze houam, costs for
upperclassmen lfho consecutivelJ lived in a residence
hall their freshmen and sophomore years
• pessed a proposal allowing

Athletes and crime ...

A local band, Trippin' Lizard, is
traveling fast down
the mad to fame and
fortune.

9

Across the nation, crime among
athletes seems to be
on the rise. Is it a
problem at Murray
State?

13
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Student loan exit interviews

Wrather Museum

Students who borrowed from the National Direct Student
Loan, Perkins Student Loan, Federal Perkins Student Loan or
Nursing Student Loan programs and who are graduating, transferring, or leaving Murray State and have not been contacted by
the Student Loan Office should call the office to schedule an
appointment for their exit interview.
The purpose of this interview is to acquaint the borrower with
the repayment plan, obligations and provisions provided by the
loan programs.
To schedule an exit interview, call 762-2669. ·

A collection of antique medical devices used in dentistry,
optometry, and general health care is on display at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum.

Playhouse building workshop
A special workshop for "stage building" will be held Saturday
from 10 a.m. to noon, at the Playhouse in the Park.
The workshop will focus on and be a part of the construction of
a set specially commissioned for the West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival.
The stage will be displayed during the West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival, April 15 to 17 and April 22 to 24. For more
information call 759-1752.

Free book
Free copies of Notations, a literary magazine containing student-produced prose, poetry and artwork, will be distributed at a
7:30 reception Thursday night. The "coming out party" for the
traditional magazine will be held in 208 Faculty Hall.
Refreshments will be served. Copies of Notations are also available in the English department.

Earthquake relief
Public Relations Student Society of America has asked all
Murray State organizations to donate $10 to send to the
Northridge Earthquake Disaster Fund administered by the Red
Cross.
PRSSA has determined that Murray State should be able to
send a sizable donation with 160 organi1-ations on campus.

The Rain Forest
Murray State University's Center for International Programs'
Non-Formal Education Committee presents The Rain. Forest at
7:30 p.m., Thursday, April12, and 14 in the Collins Center
Auditorium.
The Thursday conference entitled Introduction to t~ Rain
Forest ,will feature Dr. Vicki Funk who is curator and professor
of Botany at the Smithsonian Institute.
The April12 conference, titled The Rain forest as Medicine
Cabinet will feature Dr. James Miller who is associate curator at
the Missouri Botanical Garden.
The April14 conference entitled Cultural Destruction of
Tropical Forest Peoples, will feature Dr. Robert Wallace who is
professor ofbiologicalsciences at the University of Florida.

Friday, April 1

The exhibit is located on the third floor and the public is
encouraged to view these pieces that were donated by area doctors and families of former doctors. Some of the items were used
in the late 1~ century.

Library changes
Many cirCulation changes have been made at the Waterfield
Library. A patron can now both view his or her record and place
holds on materials by OPAC.
Book renewals can now be made by phone. Students may
renew by phone one time per book. The checkout period for students in now four weeks plus a five day grace period.
Overdue fines are now $1 on the sixth day after the book is
due and 20 cents per day after the sixth day. For books on hold,
the fee increases to 50 cents per day. If reserved material is
overdue, the fine will be 25 cents per hour for material checked
out on a hourly basis and $1 per day for material checked out on
a day basis.

ROTC Camp Challenge
The MSU Army ROTC will sponsor a summer leadership seminar called Camp Challenge beginning June 9 which offers leadership training with pay. Students can earn $761 during the six·
week seminar without military obligation.
Students interested in more information should call 762-4128
or visit Room 216 in Stewart Stadium.

• Deadline - Deadline for December graclJation packets.
• Religion - Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship will reenact the crucifiction of Jesus Christ outside the Curris Center. Call Mark Randal at .
753-9786 for program times.

Saturday, April 2
• Egg Hunt - NETO and SGA will host an Easter egg hunt from 2 to
4 p.m. today on the intramural field. Children 12 and under of all
MSU students, faculty and staff are Invited.
• Expo- A pony pull will be held in the Expo Center.
• Fencing - Fencing tournament from 8 am. to 5 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom.

Monday, April 4
• Meeting • Student Council for Exceptional Children and National
Education Association will have a joint meeting at 4:30 in the Room
240 of the Special Education Building.
• Greek Week - Several events will be going on through April e.
Contact the Panhellenic Council for more information.
• Demonstration - University Center Board will present a virtual
reality lecture from 7 to 10 p.m. in the CUrris Center Ballroom.

Tuesday, April 5
• Blood drive - Red Cross Blood Drive from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
today and Wednesday In the Curris Center Ballroom. ~onors will
receive free T-shirts.
• Expo- MSU bull test sale in Expo Center.
• Interview - Kentucky Revenue Cabinet. Call 762-3735 for'more
information.
• Movie - University Center Board movie at 9 p.m.
• Reception- Inter Faculty Reception from 3 to 4:30p.m. In the
Curris Center Dance Lounge.

Wednesday, April 8

• Religion - The lecture "The Resurrection of Jesus Christ" by Dr.
Burt Folson will be presented at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Barkley
Room. Free bowling and pool in the Curris Center for those interestMake plans to see the latest group baccalaureate art exhibition ed. Call Mark Randall at 753-9786 for more information.
• Help booth -Ask-A-Nurse Booth at 11 :30 a.m. ln Curris Center.
featuring the works of Murray State seniors Malcolm Glen
• Interview - Louis Dreyfus Corp. Call 762-3735 for more informaArteburn. Judith D. Magers Bailey, Jeff Dunn, Greg Epley,
Chris Haire, Mark McCain, Belinda Rubio, Betsy Porter, Dianna tion.
• Movie - UCB movie.
Robinson, Roy Smith, Carol Summers, and Lalah Troutman.
These works have been on display in the upper level of Eagle
Gallery since March 23 and will go down Sunday.
Thursday, April 7

Art exhibit

The Eagle Gallery is open Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
Sundays from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
"This exhibition is an opportunity to see the artwork of 12 of
our senior art ma:gors and its a show worth seeing", said Albert
Sperath, director of Murray State University galleries.
For more information, Sperath can be reached at 762-6734.

• Meeting - A.A./N.A. "University Group" Alcohol and Narcotics
Abuse Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center Mississippi Room.
• Playhouse - Playhouse in the Park will hold the West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival in Murray City Park through April 9.
• Religion - Student Christian Bible study at 8:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Cumberland Room.
• Comedy - Comedy Zone from 7:30 to 10 p.m. in the Stables.

f
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NEWS

'Program' panel to discuss media, violence
Success of Menace talk sparks
meeting on other controversial film
By jANICE M.

FUtPS

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

To follow up the panel discussion on
violence held earlier this semester,
local journalists and University representatives will discuss "Media and
Violence• at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Currie Center Theater after a 7

p.m. showing of The Program.
During the initial discussion following a showing of Me~ II Society,
panelists discussed the potential ability of the media to influence people to
mjmmick scenes or actions pOrtrayed
in films and television.
Jeanie Morgan, sponsor of the

Student Government Association, said
the second panel will further explore
this topic.

gerously close to them. None of the
males in the movie was shown to be
injured by his actions.

Shortly after The Program was
released in theaters, a scene was
removed because some youths who
had seen the movie died after imitating actions depicted in it.

Menace II Society was also chosen
for discussion because of violent aCtivities allegedly related to the movie.

The Menace panel discussion was
especially relevant to the region at the
The original scene showed a group of time because of alleged murders that
intoxicated young males who, just for had been committed in Paducah. The
a '1righ,, lay in the middle of a road, alleged teen murderers said they got
waiting for automobiles to buzz dan- the idea to kill from the Hughes broth-

Rain forests come to Murray
thoroughly explored.
A
potential exists for
RAIN FOREST LECTURE SERIES.
finding
new species
Several offices will
of
animal
and plant
'All
l~btu(e~'
'
w
m.be
pt'esemed
at
7;30
p.m;'
·
inithe
collaborate to sponsor
life,
as
well
as cures
Collins
Center
Auditorium.
··
a three-part lecture
for
many
of
today's
series on the rain
most
life-threatening
.
Thu.teday
:
J''
··
,~\
·
.
·
'
.
.:1
forests.
diseases,
including
"Introduction to the Rain1oresr
Vicki Funk, curator
AIDS, he said.
Vicki Funl<f Smithsonian Institution
and professor of
Apf1i,12
'~;
.
.
''<:·
''
.,_..
~·•··
''
Rain forests are not
botany
at
the
only important to
Smithsonian
"The Rain Forest as Medicine Cabinet•
Murray
State
Institute, will kick off
James Miller,, Missouri Botanica' G,arden
:ApriM4 ,fl .,
. . . ~;;· : .... f:: ·:;
University students,
the series Thursday.
but "the destruction
Funk, an MSU
,"Cultural Destruction of Tropical Forest Peoples"
of the rain forests
alumna, will discuss
Robf:lrt W~lace, Un.IYersiti of Florida .,:. -' ·
also will have huge
the history, causes of
~~; cou..i:Ge OF SciENCE ·~
implications on the
destruction
and
NOLAN B. PATTON/ Graphics Designer
world/' Mitchell said.
future of the rain
forests in Central and
The Non-Formal
South America, cenEducation
atmosphere, replenish the
tral Africa and east Asia.
'ozone layer and contain com- Committee of the Center for
Martin Mitchell, assistant pounds that provide 25 percent International Programs will
professor of biological science of medicines in use today. He present the lectures with the
at Murray State University, said the lush environment of help of other University colsaid the rain forests recycle the the rain-forests has not been leges and committees.

Bv KELLY

HICKS

.
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era' movie about urban violence.
The Program panel discussion is
sponsored by the University Center
Board. Panel members include Kelli
Burkeen of WPSD-TV Channel 6 in
Paducah, Amy Wilson of TM Murray
Ledger and Times, Joe Hedges of the
Murray State University News
Bureau and Renae Duncan, assistant
professor of psychology at MSU. Chris
Pendley, UCB film and video chairman, will serve as moderator.

ACC ,seeks juco

st~dent$.

..

STAfF WRITER

Bv ANGElA ScHADE

STAn-WitmR

In an efFort to increase enrollment, f.eulty
members of the accounting department at
M~ St3te Uiiiveraity .-ecently traveled to
commu:nity colleges to recruit new students.
Thomas Miller, chairman of the accounting
department, said the !acuity split into pairs
and went to Shawnee Illinois, John A. Logan
and Southeastern Illinois colleges, and
~enaborO, Henderson, MadiSonville and
Bopkinaville community colleges to speak to
tbeir aecount.ing faculties about their stud$its traJUd'ening to MBU.
Miller aaid tbey invited the community collage faculty members to a seminar earlieJ." this
eemeete'r; The seminal' provided information
on tranafer procedures, articulation agreem~pta. incentive grants, scholarships ayailahle froDi •the University and the accounting
c1eparbnent and financial aid.
Aleo, each MSU a~ting faculty member
deliverea a speech on different organizations

CONGRATULATIONS TO

Murray Launiry Center

AMY FENNEL

WASHERS,:; ,7 5 ~

on your new title of

Lamuby tien'lce: 50~~

~TSrr P'.RJCE

VICE PRINDENTOIIDFR OF OMEGA

a student can join an/-other programs oft'ered,
Miller aaid.
Each schOol will be Jiven a $500 scbolarahip ·
&om accounting de~ent funds to award
,t o one of its student4'Who transfers to MSU,
be &aid.
.
"Besides recruiting their students, we want- •
&a to create a cloeer relationship with these
schools,• Miller said.
Miller said they have had favorable feed·
back iiom the ecbOQ)s and that tliey were
impraued that MBU came to their colleges.
"Even though MBU·has a recruiting depart,..
m.ent, we .clec:ided tb.id they already w~ )>usy
and this would,help oat,• he said.
Miller &aiel if~ turnout is good, this could
be beneficial to other c1epartmenta.
. "'f they want to inc:reaee their enrollment,
they should try this." Miller said.
Aliaon Manhall, admissions counselor for
the Office of School Relations, alao hopes
Qther de~ents take this initiative. This ·
Deeda c:ampue-wide ii:Wolvement, she said.

positions opening
.

application &information
available in SGA office.

·It)£ rro~

Dry-cleaning 6: Alterations
Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.- 11 p.m.

Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m.

Free Pick-up and Delivery on Campus

Love, your'sisters ofAlpha Delta Pi

Bel.:Alr Center South 12th Street

759-2570

The sisters of LLL
wer~ proud to have sister

MeenaShams
Check out the new contraception options;
the advantages and disadvantages of each and
how you can determine what methods
are best for you.

Saturday, April16, 1994
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
Third Floor
To Pre-register call: 762-1384
MURRAY-CALLOWAY CoUNTY HosPITAL

803 Poplar Street • 762·1384

~

representing us in the

Miss MSU
pageant!
You are always beautiful
ancl a winner in OLir eyes!!!

ADVANCED S HEDULIN
INFORMATION
SUMMER AND FALL 1994
CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM
MONDAY

APRIL 11

Seniors (L-Z)
Seniors (A-K)

8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

TUESDAY

APRIL 12

Juniors (L-Z)
Juniors (A-K)

8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

APRIL 13

Sophomores (L-Z)
Sophomores (A-K)

8 a.m. - 1 p.m .
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

APRIL 14

Freshmen, Visiting,
Non-Degree (S-Z)
Freshme~ Visiting,
Non-Degree (A-H)
Freshmen,Visiting,
Non-Degree (I-K)

8 a.m.- 11 a.m.

All Classifications

8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

.

THURSDAY

APRIL IS

FRIDAY

•

==-

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
2 p.m. - 6 p.m.

: - 2 -=n;: ::r?

:a.;

"The Shepherd Of Love Is
Guiding Our Way:

........,...,_.

VIEWPOINT
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I.ETIERS

IN OUR OPINION

Chaplain explains

Secrecy will hurt,
not help new
president

significance of
Good Friday,
Easter

As the time draws near for the Murray State

Board of Regents to make its final decision about
who will be the next president of the University, we
are pleased to see that the veil of secrecy under
which the presidential search has been conducted
is slowly lifting.
The fonnat for introducing the presidential candidates to campus has for the most part been a fair
and reasonable approach. The different constituencies on campus have had equal chances to meet
and question the candidates in open forums.
That is good. First impressions are crucial.
What the students, faculty and staff see of Murray
State's new president now will affect their relationships throughout his or her tenure. And we are
sure the successful candidate would prefer to start
out with no animosities or mistrust that would
undermine the effectiveness of the president's
office. ·
With that in mind, we fail to understand why
the Board insists on keeping the full slate of candidates secret. Holding each visitor's name until the
day before he comes to campus has so far resulted
only in the rampant speculation and rumor-mongering that has so plagued this campus in the past.
Protecting the professional lives of candidates
who may not have wanted their job search to be
made public was a valid reason to withhold names
early in the selection process. The public will never
know who may have been considered in that early
stage, and the careers of those early candidates are
safe.
But with the field narrowed at this late stage, it
will only be a matter of weeks before all the candidates' names become a ma~r of public record. The
Board should release their names now and relieve
the speculation and intrigue before it jeopardizes
yet another president's ability to lead Murray
State into the future.
·

Athletes are people too
It is a shame that athletes are not perfect
human beings. We want them to be upstanding citizens and role models for impressionable youngsters. Many live up to the high standards we set for
them. Some do not.
Since last fall, Public Safety has charged seven
Murray State athletes with criminal activity.
It is also a shame that these seven can cast the
shadow of disrespect over the hundreds of Murray
State athletes who are upstanding role models.
We are proud of the way those hundreds of athletes represent Murray State.
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News editor says goodbye to Kurth
When I thought about writing this, what I planned to say
changed each week, depending
on my changing feelings
toward
President
Ronald
J.
Kurth.
I have been
meeting with
Dr.
Kurth
weekly since I
became editor-in-chief of
this paper a
year ago.
Talking
one-to-one
with him was

not easy, especially for a very
inexperienced sophomore trying to fill the shoes of her predecessor.
Th~ first few meetings filled
me with terror: Would he laugh
at me? Would he take me seriously? Or would he just make
me feel stupid?
Once I overcame my fear1
was replaced by a feeling of
tedium. I viewed those weekly
talks as a chore and nothing
more.
Then a miraculous thing happened. I actually began to enjoy
thoee talks. Believe it or not,
Kurth and I got to know one
another. To my surprise he was
not the unapproachable hard-

it

nosed individual I had taken
him to be. Beneath that administrative exterior is a warm,
caring and funny person.
He told me about his family,
bragged about his children and
came close to telling me a few
racy stories from his military
days. I even shared a few
tbings with him about my life.
I want to thank bim for all
the time he has given me this
year. I also want to thank him
for making this an interesting
year. We may not have always
seen eye-to-eye on every is11ue,
but rve enjoyed the experience
from start to finish.
Dr. Kurth, good luck in the
future. rn miss you.

LE1~'ERS

Dear Editor:
Today is Good Friday which
is obeerved as the anniversary
of the cruci.fi.xion of Jesus
Chriat.
Over a billion people realize
that God loved us so much that
he came to Earth., was born in
very humble circumstances,
and spent his life here ministering to people.
He was crucified for no other
crble than claiming to be the
son of God. Jesus could have
called on angels to rescue bim,
but refused to do so. He be<:ame
sin and died so we might have
eternal life in heaven.
Tbwe ia a literal hell, and
Jesua does not want anyone to
go there. He made an easy way
out. All we have to do is receive
JeSUI into our lives.
"A. many as received him to
them he gave the power to
become the son of God" (John
1:12).
This is the good news. Jesus'
death on the cross that Friday
was not the end; he rose from
the dead on Sunday. That is the
day we observe 88 Easter.
Jeau.s overcame death, hell
and the grave. Praise the Lordi
Jesua has a great plan for
everyone's life and wants to
give everyone peace and power
to oVS'COIDe sin and Satan.
It iJ a perfect time of year to
ask Jesus Christ to be your savior aDd make him the No. 1 priority in your life.
I 'WOUld like to invite everyone to come to the Currie
Cent. Wednesday to hear Burt
Folsom, professor of history,
speak on the reasons why he
belietea the resurrection ia fact.
Go to the church of your
choice this Sunday. Happy
East., and remember, Jesus is
Lordi
Mark Randall
Campus Chaplain
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

l

Students react to gay-rights story
Housing memo forbids discussion
Dear Editor:
for it. It definitely should not
I am outraged, frustl'ated have been a factor in the
and embarrassed to attend selection process.
this school. Last Friday, Jake
AB far as the alleged "badWheat courageously came out mouthing" referred to in the
into the open about a problem article, I believe King should
that began when he was have looked deeper into the
denied a Resident Adviser accusations before he took
position apparently because Jake's name off the list. The
of his sexual orientation.
fact is that the student with
After the story was pub- whom Jake had a slight alterlished, the Housing Office cation has had similar altersent a memo to all hall direc- cations with all of the RAs at
tors and staff stating that one time or another.
they are· not to discuss the
Jake was simply doing his
case at all with anyone. This job as a security guard,
is an effort to suppress our enforcing a visitation violaconstitutionally granted right tion. This was not mentioned,
of freedom of speech. Since yet this is the reason for not
Murray State University is a hiring Jake for the position.
There is clearly something
state-operated organization,
founded to serve its students, wrong with the entire situathese actions simply cannot tion. I am upset with The
be tolerated.
Murray State News staff for
In addition, the article that their failure to report the
appeared in Tlu? Murray Stc.te whole story.
News last Friday portrayed
I think Jake should be comthe issue from a one-sided mended for standing up and
perspective, giving Jim King trying to make a change for
full say in the matter. Jake, the better for all students of
on the other hand, was not this University. There should
quoted until the end of the be no discrimination, and
article. This does not seem there is not one person on
fair considering that Jake has campus who has the right to
a right to speak as well.
deprive Jake of his rights,
It is my opinion that King first as an American citizen,
made a mistake in discussing and second as a student of
Jake's sexual orientation Murray State.
when discussing the RA posiKen Johnson,
Sophomore
tion and Jake's application

Article told one side of story
Dear Editor:
Throughout the many years
I
have been Rttending
Murray State University, I
have been witness to many
ill-conceived ideas on the
notion of fairness on the part
of the administration and
staff. From the ongoing confusion of registration to the
ever-eager fee hikes year
after year, I've seen it all.
At least, I thought l had
until now.
The actions of the MSU
Housing staff toward Jake
Wheat are appalling and an
embarrassment to anyone
associated with Murray
State.
The article that appe~d
in the last edition of The
Murray State News was also
discriminatory in itself in
that it only told only one side
of the story. So, in all fairness, I think that the other
side should be told as well.
Jake Wheat came forward
in the hope that he might be
able to bring the issue to light
so that others like him will
not get the same treatment.
As 'a student of this university, and as an American citizen, Jake has the right to
speak and defend himself
when he has been wronged.
I personally know that
Jake's intention as a human

being and 88 a student is now '
and hns always been to be the
best person he can oo. He
made the decision to apply for
the position (of Resident
Adviser) solely from the
desire to make a difference in
someone's life and to help
other students through some
of the most difficult times in
their lives.
The fact that he is a homosexual should not, and in
reality does not, hinder his
ability to feel compassion for
others, to do his job efficiently and effectively and to
become a valued member of
the MSU staff.
Jake has worked diligently
during his time here. He is
active in university organizations, a dedicated student
and a good friend to all those
who have had the pleasure of
knowing him. He is a
human being with capabilities and intelligence, and he
simply does not deserve to be
treated in the manner he has
been.
I think MSU should be
ashamed of itself for further
hindering the idea of equality
and equal treatment of others
in their actions toward Jake.
I know that I am.
Dana Hanna
Graduate student

liEdltor's .Note:-:Kin~ohnson, Jim lW1.g and Jake un...at were contacted by the News for infonnation. about lost weeJc's sto" on
"'"''
.,,
the alleged hotnQsexual discrimination issue. Additionally, staU~Mnts written by Johnson and Wheat were consulted,
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BY jANICE M.

fULPS

Student loan repayntent inevitable
Your freshman year, you had a Perkins Loan.
Your sophomore year, you had a subsidized
Stafford Loan. Your junior year, you had a sub-sidized and an unsubsidized Stafford Loan.
Now it's your senior year and what do you
have? A stress headache from thinking about
how in the world you are going to pay off those
loans and remember which interest rates apply
to which loans.
If you can identify with that situation, take a
deep breath and put away the aspirin bottle.
Many different types of loans are available to
college students. Some of them include the
Perkins Loan, the subsidized and unsubsidized
Stafford Loans and the Nursing Loan. Each loan
has a different rate of interest and different provisions pertaining to repayment policies.

Stafford Loans

Repayment on the subsidized Stafford Loan
begins six months after a student either graduates, drops below half-time status or withdraws
from school.
Interest on the subsidized Stafford Loan is
taken care of by the federal government until the
above three conditions are met.
Repayment options vary with the subsidized
Stafford Loan. Two of the options include the
income contingency plan and the level 10-year
plan.
According to the income contingency plan, the
repayment will increase as the income of the
debtor increases.
The level10-year plan includes a monthly payment which stays consistent for an entire 10year period. .
Perkins Loan
The unsubsidized Stafford Loan also has a sixThe Perkins Loan, formerly known as the
month grace period. However, the interest
National Direct Student Loan, is a loan which
begins accruing immediately upon disbursement
the Student Loan Office, located on the second of the loan.
Repayment terms
floor of Sparks Hall, administers from the origiFor some students even making the minimum
nation of the loan through its repayment said
repayment
will be impossible or very difficult.
Lula Darnell, assistant bursar.
Exit interviews
Fortunately, there are options for these students
The Perkins Loan was originally established
The Student Loan Office conducts exit inter- as well.
using federal funda and with the provision that
Students can get either deferments or a forMurray State University would match one-ninth views for seniors who will soon have to begin
bearance.
of what the federal government contributed paying back their student loans.
A deferment is a temporary postponement of
Darnell said.
Darnell said the exit interview is a time when loan payments. It can last from six months to
The Perkins Loan is unique because it is a the student can ask questions about repayment three years.
policies and terms, acquire pamphlets and
revolving account.
Many different conditions can make one eligibrochures
about their student loans and watch a
"'n other: words, as we collect money, then we
ble for deferment. Among those are being unemloan it to other students," Darnell said. "So, it videotaped presentation.
ployed or being on active duty in the Armed
The exit interviews for this semester will take Forces or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
actually revolves."
Repayment on the Perkins Loan begins six place the week of April18. Darnell said April18, Administration Corps.
One must apply directly to the lender, not the
·months after graduation with a minimum pay- 19 and 20 Perkins exit interviews will be held.
Students
must
make
appointments
with
the
student's
financial aid office, for a deferment.
ment of $40 a month. The loan must also be paid
Student
Loan
OffiCe
.for
thoee
interviews.
April
Forbearance
i8 tl:ie temporary pOstponement of
off within 10 year&. If $40 a month for 10 years
21
and
22
are
set
aside
for
Stafford
Loan
interstudent
loan
payments
whicli may be granted if
will not pay off the amount, the payments will be
views.
Attendance
is
not
mandatory
for
these.
the
lender
decides
that
the boiTOwer has a
raised.

MSU grad still paying for education

five years after commencement
For many university students, simply acquiring the
financial assistance needed . to
attend college is such a relief
for them that they do not look
ahead to the day when they
must pay back the loans.
Such was the case for Robin
Vance, a 1989 graduate of
Murray State University.
Vance graduated from Apollo
High School in Owensboro in
1984. She came to MSU in the
fall of that year with an academic scholarship and a four-year
corporation-sponsored grant in
hand.
However, the grants and
scholarships were still not
enough to foot her college bills.
So, like many other students,
Vance turned to student loans
to ease her financial burdens.
Vance, who was a double
major in special education and
elementary education, received
what was then known as a
Guaranteed Student Loan all
10 semesters she was at MSU.
The GSL is now known as the
Stafford Loan.
Vance also received what was
then referred to as the National
Direct Student Loan before
receiving her bachelor of science degree in May of 1989.
The NDSL is now known as the
Perkins Loan.
After she used the loans to
pay for each semester's tuition
costs, Vance said she did not
really give her student loans
much consideration.

"I didn't even know how
much I had in loans, how much
I had in scholarships. I didn't
keep track of it," Vance said. •tt
was kind of like out of sight, out
of mind."
Vance said she did not start a

financial hardship. A deferment, unlike a forbearance, is the right of the debtor. A forbearance must be granted.

Credit rating
As graduates go out into the real world and try
to purchase cars and major appliances, they will
also need to worry about developing a decent
credit history.
Because of new higher education amendments,
Darnell said that it is now mandated that the
Student Loan office report to credit bureaus for
originated loans in the Perkins program as well
as defaulted loans.
"'n the past, we have never reported anything
to the credit bureau agencies unless a loan was
in default," Darnell said. "Now, we have to report
all loans, so we have a new automated credit
bureau reporting system that is being installed
so that reports will go out on a monthly basis."

National Connnunity
Service Program
offers payme" options
Duril\g"the presidential campai&n of 1992, there was
much talk from 'Bill Clinton aboul a pouible plan that
would allOw students to pay their ~e debts through volunteerism and comm'Ul:J,ity service.
Since the election, however, ne'WI and updates about the
plan have been sca.I'Qe.
The plan is now known as the Nllional and Community
Service Program and was aigned into law in september.
Any U.S. citizen or permanent resident who is at least 17
years old is eligible to pariicipate in t.he program.
Registration for the program h8a lleen UDderway since
June.

Janice M. Fulps/Staff
Robin Vance, a 1989 graduate of Murray State University, uses sign language to communicate
with one of her physically and mentally challenged students at Madisonville-North Hopkins High
School in Madisonville. Vance's Job as teacher of functionally mentally disabled children helps her
to make payments toward the student loans she acquired in college.

savings account or even keep
up with the interest rates on
her loans.
"' just knew that I would
have to start paying it back six
months after I graduated and I
just assumed that I would, of
course, have a job and there
would be no problem," Vance
said.
Not until she got out of school
and realized she was not going
to get a job her first year did
she begin to worry or think
about paying back her loans
Vance said.
Vance is among thousands of
former college students who
have received forbearance or
deferments on their loans.

The
Kentucky
Higher
Education
Assistance
Authority announced in midMarch that those students who
had been granted deferments
or forbearances should expect
at least a 20 percent increase in
their loan payments.
Vance said her loan payment
has only been $88 a month, but
because of the KHEAA
increase, it will increase to
more than $100 a month beginning this month.
Despite its causing her to be
subjected to an increase in her
monthly payment, Vance said
the forbearances have had
some advantages.
•It's very helpful because you
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don't have to make the payments, but at the same time,
you're cutting your own throat
because your balance is just
going up and up," Vance said."
"When you start making payments again, you fll'8t have to
pay off all that interest that
has accrued before they start
applying it to your principal."
For those students who will
have to contend with loan payments in the future, Vance
offered some words of advice.
"Only borrow as much as you
need. Don't boiTOw a lot extra
because it's just there to
spend," she said. "The more you
borrow, the more you're going
to have to pay back."
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Those chosen will be nquiJ:ed to tort 1.'100 houn a ,.r
for two years performing BUCh taski as hc!lpina to clean up
the environment or helping illiterate adults learn to read.
Bene£its earned by the participait would include receiv·
i.ng a living allowance of at least $7,.ot) a .YfW' and earning
' $4,725 ~i year for tuition.
Johnny McDougal, director of studertt financial aid, said
he tb.i.nb the program is a noble ont in eoncept, but will be
ex~yQ in praCtic81 terms.
•
McDougal said with the funds ttiat will be given to one
person on the National and Commanity Service Program,
the Student Financial Aid Office aJUld help five to 10 students secure financial resources at Murray State.
'"From a federal fund,ing ~~e, I have a major concern abOut funding for the National !:;ervice program,•
McDougal said. "' would hate to aee other federal grant.
loan and student employment programs experience funding
cuts because offunding needs for National Service.•
"'In my opinion." he said, •our country cannot afford adequate funding for existing student financial aid p~atns.
Why commence a new effort that il so apensive and will
only assist a few thousand people nationally?"
Murray State Unive~ will beiPn participating in the
community service side of the program during the 1994-95
academic year, McDougal said.
' Five pel'C(mt of federal work study funds will have to be
expended in a community-service related outlet. McDougal
said those outlets will be found mostly on-<:amp'U8, but will
be oft'eampus as well.
McDougal said final decisions ha-.e not been made as ,to
what areas are considered to be community service.
He will be attending a conference in mid-April which will
update him on regulations relati.Dg to the Community
Service Program.
-,
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Committee considers course changes
Four class proposals await second
readings by Undergraduate Studies
BY jANICE M.
AsSISTANT

fULPS

NEWS EDITOR

Because Murray State University is primarily an undergraduate institution, one
ofthe more active committees on campus is
the Undergraduate Studies Committee of
the Academic Council.
Any decisions dealing with curriculum,
from changing courses or course titles,
adding a .course, trying one experimentally, or adding or deleting a major or minor,
must be approved by the Academic
Council, said Bill Lalicker, assistant profe880r of English and member of the committee.
Critiquing, reviewing and accepting
course proposals before they are presented
to the full Academic Council are some of
the
principal
activities
of the
Undergraduate Studies Committee.
Lalicker said the committee prefers a
course proposal include certain qualities.
"We look at whether it fills a purpose,
whether the description is adequate so
that students can understand clearly what

University as a whole," Lalicker said.
At 3:30 p.m. on April 14 in the
Mississippi Room of the Curria Center, the
full Academic Council will hear for the first
time
several
items
which
the
Undergraduate Studies Committee has
already approved.

it is that a course is attempting to do,"
Lalicker said, "'and we see whether it
seems to have a good place in the curriculum."
They will include discussion of two
Making sure resources are there to sup- experimental courses, Education 666:
port the course adequately in terms of faculty and supply of books or periodicals in
the libraries is another consideration of the Field Paleontology.
subcommittee.
Four items concerning course title and
At the level of the subcommittee, there
are at least two different readings of the
course proposals.
At least four course propoaala are cur- courses to be considered are Education
Evaluation
Early
rently ready for their second hearings from 617:
Elementary/Middle/Secondary
School,
the Undergraduate Studies Committee.
Reading 612: Reading Instruction and
They are Phyaice 150: Light and Lasers in Assessment, Reading 628: Assessment of
Action, Biology 308: Ethics in Biology,
Philosophy 340: Special Topics, and Reading/Literacy Development, and
Reading
638:
Reading/Literacy
English 110: English aa a Second
Development.
Language Ski1.18.
"Biology 308: Ethics in Biology has been
Reading 526: Independent Study in
taught already once as an environmental Reading, Reading 539: Teaching Reading •
course, and what we're doing is taking a Learning Disorders and Reading 648:
look at it to see whether or not it warrants Research in Reading will be considered for
inclusion aa a regular course with the deletion.
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Public Safety links with state, national law info agencies
access to contemporary technological equipment to help them
Expediency in solving prob- be more expedient and, more
lems is a helpful asset in any importantly, more efficient.
After years of making
aspect of life. In criminal and
legal situations, time is espe- requests, Public Safety has
been granted the authority to
cially of the essence.
This is a concept Murray go on-line with the .Kentucky
State University's Public State Police Law Information
Safety Office has realized for Network of Kentucky, the
National Crime Information
many years.
Public Safety will now have Center and the National Law

BY jANICE M.

fULPS

AssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR

Freshmen,
Get ready for

Greek Week!

Enforcement Telecommunica- histories on a person's backtions Systems for the exchange ground."
of criminal justice-related
The practical applications of
information through comput- these computer access systems
will make Public Safety much
ers.
"We can gather information more effective, Green said.
or have information at our fin.
For example, if another
gertips," said Joe Green, associ- agency reports the pawning of
ate director of Public Safety. «tt an item logged in the computer
gives us the ability to have on- as stolen from the Murray
site capabilities of running State campus, Public Safety
license check.s or doing criminal may have access to that report.

We're just a phone call away,!

The Murray

State News
762-4468

In order to have access to
these national computer networking systems, Green said
Public Safety had to be authorized as an agent of the
Kentucky State Police.
This qualities Public Safety
to be a terminal agency.
"We have been what•s called
a satellite agent through the
Murray Police Department for
a number of years," Green said.

'"~ Allison

Burgess ·:;,..
~ you looked
''l!'f.
beautiful in Miss MSU and
represented us so well!

ALA

to Amy Delano and
Lisa Midyett on their
performances and
Andrea Greer as
stage manager in
Play it Again Sam.

841801JTII

POR1BAR. Tlf

801-247-8788

Amy

Nesbitt
on a wonderful job
as director of Miss

Love,
Your sisters
In 9XL\
~ou

Love and ours, our sisters

The sisters of I:l:l:
would like to
congratulate
sister

: Great .Job, Girls!

· ((We Want

Jim Wilson, supervisor of the
communication division of
Public Safety, said the networking system is ~ a more
direct access to the information
without having to go through
other agencies."
Training for LINK and NCIC
communication operators is
scheduled for this summer at
the Bureau of Training at
Eastern Kentucky University.

MSU!

'To Live Witfi lliI"

Get The Most Out Of College
... With Resident Hall Living

Chris Bennett
Keith Brandon
Chad Brawner
Brian Cook
Christian Crouse
Rob Geis
Clint Harris
David Hart

Ken Scott
Shawn Smee
Mike Spencer
Joe Summerville
Mark Trout
Kevin Ulmer

College Life Is More Fun Wrth Friends Uving Close Byl
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NEWS

M SU .waste storage
:c omplies .with EPA

Campus calls will not
require 502 unt il June I

BY jOSH WILKES
REPORTER

STAfF REPORT

Acids, paint thinner, inks,
dyes, photographic washes,
herbicides - you name it. If
'you wouldn't drink it , it's probably headed for the newly completed Hazardous Materials
Storage Facility.
\
The facility, located on the
northwest corner of the
~Facilitie s Management com~pound, was designed and engineered as an answer to the
•Environmental
Prot ection
Agency's
Resource
Conservation Act.
1
The act is the legal enforceant of the EPA's 1976 decision to begin tracking h azardous chemicals from their
production stages to their eventual destruction.
The building was designed by
MUD:"ay State University engineers Harry Milton and Wade
Kennedy.
The general lay out was completed by Larry Anderson,
Murray State's assistant director for environmental safety
and health.
1
By using only Facilities
){anagement associates, the
.department saved more than
r$20,000 in constructing the
$70,000 storage building.
• The Hazardous Materials
John Stevell!/Staff
Storage Facility was designed
Tim Larson, graduate student from Murray, prepares to handle
with potential disasters in
hazardous waste materials in the new Hazardous Materials
'in.ind. It is equipped with a
Storage Facility.
sprinkler system and a safety
shower.
building design also are includ- Anderson said.
"It will handle waste from the
It also has sloped floors so ed in the lay out.
that spills can run into special
"The building will serve as departments concerned with
Ucatch reservoirs. Explosion- the primary central holding science, photography, graphic
f proof electricity and lightjng facility for hazardous waste arts and j~m, ~ well ~
.and an ~Brthquake-res~~tant from. _. several department s," from the famla."- • •..... -

i

~
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Adv('..tise in '/'he lUurray Stale New.o; TOilAY!

Until June 1, the campus community can
largely ignore South Central Bell's appeals to
dial 502 for long distance calls in this area
code.

Taking effect Saturday, the telephone
industry's plan should make more phone
numbers available. According to the Purchase
Area phone book, "National growth has
increased demand for telephone numbers."
But because Murray State University's telephoning community is much smaller.than the
national pool, University services do not necessarily require access to more numbers
immediately, said David McGary, telecoDlll1unications technician.
McGary said the three ways of dialing off

campus will remain unchanged until June
when the switch will be eaaier to do with
fewer people on campus.

Office phones may dial 1-9 before the number. Students using the AT&T Acus system
should continue to dial 9-1 before their
account numbers. When dialing direct
through MCI from the residence halls, 9-0 will
sUffice.
A spokesperson with Long Distance
Management of Paducah said those customers
on the 950 code system also will not need to
dial the local area code.
However, McGary said callers may dial
502;even before June 1; calls can be processed
either way.

County Clerk's office helps
sim plify voter registration
residents of Calloway County
Kentucky.
•
At who are employed in the county
Although MTV may save its
least
18 are JeqUi.red to purchase city
years of age aticlw's.
pleas to "Rock the Vote" for
presidential elections, the May
by the genA ltudent is not required to
eral election purchase a sticker at the time
primary also requires some student preparation.
date.
he registers, said Sarah
• Resi- Duncan, deputy city clerk.
Several voting options exist
for students. Some go home to
A ltudent who chooses not to
dent of the
vote, while others vote by
precinct for trarulf'er residency may acquire
absentee ballot. Still others at least 30 days before the elec- an absentee ballot application
simply do not vote.
from his home county. It must
tion date.
For those students who find
• Not convicted of a felony or be returned at least seven days
voting ia a huge inconvenience, has had civil rights restored by before the primary or general
Calloway County has the executive pardon if ever con- election. The county then sends
answer to voting woes.
the atudent an absentee ballot,
victed of a felony.
Murray State students are
otStudents who register here which must be returned by 3
eligible to vote in Calloway become residents of Calloway p.m. on election day.
County if they meet these County,"
Students may register for the
said
Marianna
guidelines:
Stubblefield, deputy county May 24 primary at the County
Clerk's Office in the County
• •Citizen " of
United clerk.
States •4- fand resident
f
.A.cco~ to city ordinancea, Co'UrtlioU'se.
BY SHANNON BARNHILL

REPORTER
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I

l'all 7()2--t-t7H

·.9llpfia ·qamma 'De{ta
is proud to announce
our 1994-1995 officers
President- Michele Owens
V.P. Fraternity Education- Beth James
V.P. Scholarship- Laura Miller
Corresponding Secretary- Shannon Stroud
Recording Secretary- Angie Wilson
Membership- Kristin Hornback
Treasurer- Lisa Chapman
· ;Rush- Brooke Offutt
Philanthropy- Kerri Bates
Social- Kelly Mcintire
Activities- Beth Ahlfeld
Standards- Cyndi Redmon
Ritual- Jennifer Sutton
House- Johnna Reid
Publicity- Michelle Stinnett
Alumnae Relations- Tammy Duiguid
Panhellenic Representitives- Christy Beane,
Adrienne Pankey
& Lisa Mantle
Guard- Christin Quint, Jill Turner &
Michelle Mitchum

....

Because this
•'It~s a free c ountry''
stuff o.n ly
goes so far.

It's e-verywhere
you 'Want to be

C Vlu U .S.-'. Inc. 199+
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Regents to go coed, Woods to close in fall
BY KELLY MENSER
NEWS EDITOR

With so many new housing options
to choose from for next fall, residents
may have trouble re~ their
room reservation carda by the Monday
deadline.
According to a statement attached to
the cards, Regents Hall will be

changed from an all-female residence
hall to a coeducational living facility.
Unlike its neighboring coed White
Hall, Regents Hall will be open to
underclass students and will offer
double occupancy rooms, said Paula
Hulick, director of housing. Clark Hall
will remain coeducational.
Hulick said housing survey results

indicate many students prefer coed
residence halla. Also, abe said fewer
disputes occur in IUCb. halll.
-sot.b. genders tend to behave more
appropriately when the other ia
around," Hulick said.
Regents Hall was ch018D partially
for such features as Illite bathrooms.
Additionally, both Repnta and

Clark halls will be open for 10 months
for students who stay on campus during breaks.
Hulick confinnecl that Woods Hall
will cloee to begin renovation into
aome type of shared living quarters.
Also new for the fall, residents are ·
eucourapd to indicate on reservation
carda if living with an international

Initial SAC$ report confirms self-study
University has until July to
implement recommendations
BY KRIS LAWRENCE
COPV EOtTOit

"There were no bombahells,"
said Bill Lalicker, editor of
Murray State University's
Southern
~tion
of
Colleges and Schools self study.
Lalicker said the initial
results of the SACS reaccreditation survey were not surprising and that moat of the items
contained in the unofficial
report were also contained in
the self study. Anita Lawaon,
assistant to the president, laid
she obtained preliminary information about the report when
it was returned for the correction of any factual errors.
According to the President's
Newsletter to the Murray State
Community, the initial report
contains 35 recommendations
and 18 suggestions.
Recommendations are binding, the newsletter states. By
July 17, MSU officials must
provide evidence that the
University has complied with
each of the recommendations or
has initiated procedures to
ensure compliance soon.
Suggestions, according to
Murray
State's
SACS
Newsletter, are "changes that

could enhance our already adequate performance."·
The report was compiled by
the
SACS
Reaffirmation
Committee following ita tour of
campus Feb. 14-17.
The committee used the
University's self study, compiled over the last two years, aa
the basis for its decisions.
A comprehensive self-study is
required every 10 years by
SACS for ~newal of accreditation. Murray State was originally accredited by SACS in
1928 and has maintained full
accreditation since that time.
Among the items Lalicker
said are in the initial report
are: the development of a more
systematic means of evaluating
general education requirementa, based on the assumed
needs of students; the implementation of a system that
would provide a closer link
between the University's budgeting and planning; and the
completion and implementation of a plan that would systematically assess every degree
program.
Lawson declined to comment
the specific nature of any of
the recommendations She said
abe did not want to imply that

on

one area is mo~ important or Fad Boola and progreu made
more troubled than another. Iince 1992.·
She did, however, offer some • tlW Bachelor of Independent
insight into the severity of the Studies program for its
t"eCCODDDendationa.
-re.~veness to ~ent
"Some of the recommenda- needa and rigor.•
tions are pretty broad and we • the Center for Continuing
can only hope to set up procea• Education and Academic
es to correct the llituationa,• Outreach for "the implementashe said. "'Some will require tion aDd use of the Intaractive
more sweep~ c:b.angel in the Taleviai.on Netwol'k.•
way we do things.•
• the Oftlc:e for Student A1faira
Lalicker was quick to point
for •dneJopi.Dg a comprehenout that theee changes do not liw array of co-curricular pronecesaarily involve financial pmming for both traditional
matters. He said the way the
and non-traditional students."
University responds to the recIn addition to the formal comommendations may or may not
mendatiODS, the report praises
involve additional spending.
many other upec:ts of the camrecommendation~)
•(The
pus. Among them: The Murray
don't require us to spend Sttlte Newa, international prolllOJ18T, rather they require Ul
gramming~
the
Honora
to achieve a purpose," he said.
Program, tbe Faculty Reeource
Lalic:ker said complince to Center, the Faculty Htllldbooi
theee recommendaticms by the aDd an. pi'OII'8JIIDliD for area
July 17 deadline will ~ ICbool cbildnm.
the collective gooclwil1 of the
Lawlon said she has been a
faculty."
member of eeven reaccreditaThe only official newa tion committee. and this is the
released thus far from the com- graatefi number of commendamittee
commends
the tions abe has seen a university
University.in five areas.
receive.
Commendations were awarded to:
• the University in general "1br
recruiting and ~taining such a

well-qualified and dedicated
f8culty!
• the Office of Institutional
Research for "the quality of the

LLL congratulates sisters:
Snooky Davis,~ Heather Holladay,

LaWIOil said the Univeraity
sbould receive the final ~port
within the next few weeks. The
final vote on reaffirmation of

MSU's inltitutimal accreditation will OCCGr at the Deoember
meeting of SACS in San
Antonio.

student appeals to them.
Hulick laid a committee of
University afliciala decided to provide
the option mr those who may not be
able to actually travel abroad.
•If a student can't have an international experience through study
abroad, he can have an intemational
experience here," Huliclr. laid.

POUCEBEAT
March 22
6:13p.m. - A bull rider waalnjtnd at the Weet Kentucky l.J\wtock
and Exposition Center. He was transpor18d by ambulanoe to MurreyCalloway County Hospital.
March 23
1:08 a.m. -A Springer Hall resident Wll traiiiPOf'lld by mnbu'-nce
to Murray.Calloway County Hospital. The I'Midlnl had lngeeted NoOoze pills and alcohol. She was released tom the holpltal at 4 a.m.
March 25
11:31 a.m. - Wendy Milligan reported flat the tlllllght lena of her
Ford Mustang was damaged when It was parked off camJU. •
11 :40 a.m. - Kendra Jones reported f1e the taillight lena of tw
Ford Mustang was damaged.
2:52 p.m. - Kevin Dodson reported • taRIIght lenl of til Ford
Mustang was damaged when It was partcld near Clark Hd.
March 26

2:o9 am. - Calloway District JaJI advllld Public SafMy Tamara S.
Wlfkinlon and Allegra A. Fella had been tiMn Into custody. Wllklneon
had been charged with alc:ohol lntoxlca11Dn and dllorderty conduct.
Fella had been charged with alcohol Intoxication.
March 27
12:35 a.m. - Caloway District Jail adwiled Pl.bllc s.r.ty Michael
WHder had been taken Into custody. Wlldlr was chatged with driving
under the Influence, leaving the scene of 1n accident. cleorderty conduct and displaying false ldentlftcation.
2:33 am. - Gunshots were reported to have been heard near Clark
Hall. Two 9mm casings were found outs* the w.t door of tt. ftrat
floor of Clatk Hall.
March 28
9:04 a.m. -

A student who passed out~ Room 308 of Muon Hall

wu transported by ambulance to Murray-Calloway County Hoepftal.
3:o5 p.m. - Keefi Clar1< reported that her Ford Mustang was vandalized.
11 :20 p.m. - Edward Jones was advlaed to stop pointing a "SunLazar SL-6 Pointe(' at people near Hart Hal.

lniDnrldtJn for Pollt» Beat WM flllii*WIItld DOIFfiii«<IIY .-.. M.
Futps, assistant news tHIItor, tTom msterllll ~ a;·;. pubic at
the Public Safety Office.

Student Government Association
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And
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Diana·MCGregor

pn Se.cfe~ LT~asurer, ,·
·of ffider·, of E>mega
You~Ts~ister:s ' ( ii=e proud ofyour
accom lishments!
Presan SlftOUIIIIsllla..
C..petltion triVidaslhe•.
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Noon - 6 p . .n.
Vir'tual Reali'ty 1\ot:achines
Curris Center
7 p . .n.

$1.50 for students with MSU ID
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. • Wednesday 7:30 and 9 p.m.
~
Curris Center Theater

Lec'tu.re:
''"\'\There Fantasy
and Reality :M:eet"
~'th S'teve Di'tlea
Curris Center Ballroo:rn
FREE

•
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Baha'i faith strives for world unity
MSU instructor practices religion with important message
I
BY jENNIFER STEWART
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

In a world that is growing
more and more diverse, there is
a religion that strives for unity
and oneness.
This is Baha'i, a fairly unique
religion to this part of the country ... or world for that matter.
"The most basic thing the
Baha'is believe in is the oneness of humankind and what
we are committed to bringing
about is world unity," said
Susan
Maneck,
visiting
instructor of Middle Eastern
history and a Baha'i.
MaDeck. said most Baha'is
are of Hindu or Zoroastrian
back~d. Today, there are
about 4.5 million Baha'is of all
backkrounds in the world.
There are approximately
in the United States.

100r00

"We are deeply committed to
ending prejudice of all kind and
encouraging communication
amongst the various peoples of
the world and promoting the
equality of men and women,
but putting it on a spiritual
basis," Maneclt said.

Third In a series

she said.
Maneck said the attitudes
people of the Baha'i faith set
today are extremely important.
She said the fact that Baha'i
has an Islamic background is
the biggest stumbling block for
Westerners' understanding of
"When you look through the the faith, therefore, thejslamic
centuries, you see the hatred background is not stressed
that
developed
between much.
The Baha'i religion differs
Christians and Jews. They
were the two closest religions to from the mainstream Christian
one another, but that just made religions of America in that
them hate each other all the Baha'is must fast from sunrise
more. rm afraid there could be to sunset for 19 days out of
a danger of that happening their year.
Maneck said the Baha'i year
between Muslims and Baha'is,"

The founder of the religion,
Baha'u'llah, was born in Iran,
therefore the Baha'i faith has
historical connections to the
Islamic faith. However, Baha'is
tend to disassociate themselves
with !slam.

Virtual reality
to be found at
Murray State
He said SGA decided to bring
STAFF WRITER
the virtual reality machines
and Ditlea to Murray State
Imagine a place where X-ray University was because they
VlStop. and
flying
like wanted MSU students to expeSuperman
are
realities. rience the cutting edge of techThrough virtual reality, the nology. He said the machines
Student
Governrnent and the lecture will be fun but
Association -';will take you to also a learning experience.
such a place on Monday.
-rhe lecture will tell us
Four
virtual
reality where we were, where we are
maChines will be placed in the now and where we are going,•
Curria Center from noon to 6 Hamm said.
p.m. A lecture and video
The lecture will include
demonstration will follow at 7 videos from Ditlea's private
p.m. The event, titled "Virtual collection. He is the owner of
Reality: Where Fantasy and the world's largest private
Reality Meet,• is free and open archive of virtual reality mateto the public. It will be given by rial
Steve Ditlea, free-lance jourThe videotapes will demonnalist and virtual reality strate what virtual reality
expert.
means to such th.ings as the
Dwayne Hamm, lecture ' arts, philosophy, medicine,'
chairman for SGA, said virtual education and human sexualireality is the feeling of being ty.
inside a computer. He said it
Hamm said virtual reality is
will depend on the program to the way technology is going
what is seen:
and coming to the lecture will
change
everyone's life. He said
"Vtrtual reality is like the
Ditlea
will
discuBS the history
movie Lawnmower Man,•
of
virtual
reality and the
Hammsaid.
future.
He said the first two virtual
"Vutua.l reality will have the
reality machines look like simulators where a person can sit same effect that personal comwhile wearing a helmet, while puters did," Hamm said.
Hamm said that while virtuthe other two allow one to
stmid up. Hamm said these al reality machines are enjoyvirtual reality machines are able, it is important to undersomewhat different than the stand where the future is
ones seen in Lawnmower Man. going.
"In Lawnmower Man, the
Ditlea has published articles
boy could see himself, but on virtual reality in "New York
these machines will be more Magazine," "PC Computing,"
"Omni" and many others.
realistic," he said.

consists of 19 months made up
of 19 days. It is similar to a
solar calender in which the new
year is at the spring equinox.
She said the religion restricts
Baha'is from drinking alcohol,
but they
not restricted from
eating particular foods.
"Alcohol destroys the mind
and the mind is the home of
human intelligence," she said.
"Intelligence is what enables us
people to know God."
Because
clothing
often
becomes a symbol of freedom
and equality, Baha'is do not
have clothing restrictions
either.
"One of the things the Baha'i
faith believes in is equality of
women and I think it is probably correct to say, on a social
level at least, no religion before
the Baha'i faith has given
women full equality," she said.

are

She said the Baha'i faith
requires
daily obligatory
prayer. The prayers are said
individually rather than in congregation.
"Our scriptures are the writings of Bab, the forerunner of
Baha'u'llah, but we also revere
the scriptures of other religions,• she said.
Maneck said there are no
places of worship in this area
and there are only five in the
country. The closest one is in
Illinois.
"We tend to meet in people's
homes every Sunday afternoon," she said.
In larger places, she said,
there will be Baha'i centers. At
this point, there is one Baha'i
temple on each continent, but
the Baha'i community is still
very small.
a
Maneck
was
born

Theta Chi Delta
sorority to meet
with nationals

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER

BY KELLY HICKS
REPORTER

BY MAGGIE CARTER

JUD cooK/STAFF

Christin Leigh Quint, senior from Brookport, Ill., was crowned Miss
MSU Saturday night. In addition to the title, Quint received an $850
scholarship, trophy and gift certificates. Runners up include Catherine
Frazier, senior from Mt. Vernon, Ill.; Valerie Kotys, freshman from
Troy, Ill.; Heather Martin, senior from Metropolis, Ill. and Allison
Buraess, Junior from Cadix. Darla Sherrod, junior from Russelville,
was named Miss Photogenic and jennifer jean Miller, junior from
Louisville, was named Miss Congeniality.

Aspiring band has local roots
BY PAM DIXON
STAFF WRITER

It all started one year ago
when someone blurted out the
name. Trippin' Lizard was an
unusual, yet unique name for a
band that was started in
February 1993.
Jim Mahanes, a Murray
State University student, is the
lead singer for the group which
also conta.i.na three former
MSU students Craig Collins,
Kevin Wolf and Eric Jordan.
The band members attended
high school together and
Mahanes said the group was
formed after he and another
member had broken from other
bands.
"Before we knew it, we had a
few more members. It was the
start of Trippin' Lizard,"

Mahanes said.
He said the band does cover
versions of songs in addition to
its original material.
"We've done covers of Alice in
Chains, Stone Temple Pilots,
Stevie Ray Vaughn and Pearl
Jam: Mahanes said. •our original material is starting to be
requested by name. For now
we're making money playing
other people's music."
He said the song writing
process involves the ba"ld in its
entirety.
"I'll write some lyrics, then
later we'll talk about the
arrangement. Later, I may
write some lyrics on top of it,"
he said.
The band receives much road
time playing in cities such as
Clarksville, Cooksville, and

Chriltian, but was introduced
to the Baha'i religion when she
was 18 years old and became a
Baha'i at 15.
"The Baha'i faith opened up a
whole new world in that I saw
all the marvelous, wondrous
truths in all religions," she
said.
The Baha'i faith suggested
that all religions were one and'
after reading of the sufferings
ofBab and Baha'u'llah, Maneck
said abe realized she had no
basis for believing that the passion alChrist was true and that
ofBab and Baha'u'llah was not.
"If what I was most interested in was personal salvation,
Christianity
would • have
remained enough for me, but I
was intensely interested in saving the world," she said. ~e
(Baha'is) want to bring together world unity."

J ackaon, Tenn.
The band has also played in
Henderson and Louisville.
Locally, the band can often be
found at The Big Apple Cafe in
Puryear, Tenn.
Mahanes said their association with The Big Apple Cafe
began after he played with a
former band, The Rabbit
Cavaliers.
He said the band aspires to
receive their o~ record contract someday.
Trippin' Lizard competed
against 35 area bands and won
in an important competition.
~e won a competition called
tpower 92 Tremors' Battle of
the Bands in Jackson," he said.
"'Winning the competition has
allowed us studio time and airtime for our songs."

A local sorority's dream of becoming part of a national
organization could come true by the end of the year.
Representatives from Phi Sigma Sigma will visit the
campus April 23 and representatives form Phi Mu will
visit April 29 .'
They are co:ming to meet with members of Theta Chi
Delta social sorority to di8CWI8 the possibility of Theta
Chi Delta becoming the new Fbi Sigma Sigma ch8.pter or
the new Phi Mu chap,ter on campus.
'
Ten representatives from each sorority and the
Panh.ellenic Council will meet with the visiting representatives first for a question and anawer session, then
members of Theta Chi Delta will meet with the visiting
representatives alone.
Tammi Mallory, a junior from Paducah and president
of Theta Chi Delta, said it baa been the sorority's goal to
become national since the time the founding members
drafted Theta Chi Delta's OODititution.
"Our letters, rituals and mucot will change with going
national, but the people and values of Theta Chi Delta
won't change,.. said Mallory.
"We have received much support from the other sororities," said Mallory. "They are always wanting to know if
there is anything they can do to help."
Theta Chi Delta expects to be notified by Phi Sigma
Sigma and Phi Mu by the end of this semester if either
will expand their chapters to adopt Theta Chi Delta.
H the expansion occurs, chanps will start immediately
next semester.
"I believe becoming national will help us grow and
change for the better," said Mallory. "'twill also help us
to become more involved with campus activities as well
as the community.•
"We're excited about the poaaibility of Theta Chi Delta
becoming a national organi:r.ation. I think it will be a
positive addition to the Greek system," said Shannon
Barnhill, president of the Panhellenic Council.
"The process is a long one, but we feel confident it will
be successful," Bamhill said. -rheta Chi Delta will meet
with each organization and decide which one it is interested in."
She said once the sorority decides, the Greek women
will vote in Panhellenic whether or not to accept the
group Theta Chi Delta is interested in.

Greeks plan week of fun

to include all students
Spring is in the air and it is time once again
for Greek Week at Murray State University.
Though you cannot tell by the title, Greek
Week '94 is for both Greek and non-Greek students alike.
Th.e week, running frOm Monday ~
April9, will be dedicated to celebrating all stu.·
dent life at Murray State. lt iB a wee~ s~·
sored by the Panhellenic and Interfratemity
·councils for any student who wants to know
more about the Greek systems on campus.
Monday's activities w~ consist of freshman
events at CUtchin Field from 1 tO 3 p.m. and
sorority and fraternity open houses. There will
also be a basketball tournament from 6 to 11
p;m. at the C81T Health Building.
On Tuesday there will be a faculty/organization reception at 3 p.m. It is also Student Night

at Cheri 'nleatre. Mo'iiea can be eeen at a discounted price with a wlid student LD.
Wednesday is Studat Day at Sullivan•a Par
Three golf course frail noon until 6 p;m. At
7:30 p.m. there will be an All-Greek Alllembly
at Lovett Auditorium.~
Thursday's activi~ cxmailt of modt rush
from 2 until " p.m. and then • concert in
Elizabeth Hall from 7intfi 10 p.m. by Trippin'
Lizards. .
1
Ori Friday there wl be a kickball tourna.;
ment u well aa other ~te on the Intramur81
Fiekt
':'
Finally, Saturday 'tlil1 end Greek W6ek 494
with Student Volun. Day at the Murray
Women's Club.
if
The events are pla.nJ!td tD orientate stu.denta
with the Greek ayatelliUld at the same time
give students a chance to have eome fun.
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Spinning tales at MSU
"Storytelling for me is a
way to teach people how
to communicate with
each other,"
Folke Tegettboff

BY jENNIFER DICKERSON

R£PORm

Folke Tegetthoft', world
famous storyteller, gave a performance March 26 at Murray
State University with The
Spinnera, a local storytell.ing
group.
The performance was titled
"Spinning Tales: An Evening of
Storytelling.•
The organisations who sponsored the performance were
Univenity Libraries, College of
Humanistic Studies, College of
Education, department of foreign languages, Alpha Mu
Gamma,
Center
for
International
Programs,
American
Association
of
Teachers of German and
Austrian Cultural Institute.
Tegettboft' is currently on a
United States tour. The
Austrian poet and storyteller
baa given around S,OOO performances, said Meg Brown, assistant professor of German and
Spanish.
Teg•tthoft' uses a unique
00111bination of fairy tales and
contemporary art to convey a
philoeophy of life in his fairy
tales.

storyteller
--------Brown said Tegetthoff has
used this method and philosophy to produce his fairy tales
since 1987. During his career,
Tegetthoff has written 28
books.
Brown said some of his books
can be found in the Folke
Tegetthoff
Collection
at
Waterfield Library.
Tegetthoti charmed the large
audience. He combined many
stories from around the world
to weave a storytelling performance with charm.
One story about a shepherd
and a bush is a good example of
Tegetthoft's international stcr
ries about various cultures and
time periods.
The story tells about a shepherd with a magical tree which
helps him heal the king.

Th.e shepherd brings the king
back to life by placing a piece of

the bash's bark in his mouth.
Teptthoff has collected and
written many stories with religious themes. He has formed a
collection of stories about the
various religions of the world.
An example of his religious
stori• is the tale of the Robin .
Thil story tells how a bird
came to help remove a thorn
out ~ Jesus's head when He
was banging on the erose.

A drop of blood fell on the
robin's chest.
From that day on, the robin
has an orange chest to show
what this one partiCular creature did for Jesus.
During the performanee, The
Spinners joined Tegetthofrs
storytelling.
The Spinners, affiliated with
the
National
Scouting
Museum, gave perforinances
based on the worb of
TegeUhotr.
The group also perfc.rms
some of their own work.
"Storytelling for me, ie a vay
to teach people how to comnunicate with each othtt, 44
Tegetthoff told the audience.
\

\

Sunset Boulevard Music

You're in Luck!

~·fl~~l\

There are ll¥.2
Burgers of the Month in April:

753-0113

Behind Papa John's Pizza

The Bacon Ranch McChicken
and

REG. PRICE

EXPIRES April15
CAR STEREO SPECIALIST • CUSTOM INSTALLATION

•
107 N. 12th St.
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-Congratulations to ·
Mfts® MSU 1994

.c hristin Quint
1st Runner Up

Catherine Frazier
3rd Runner Up

Heather Martin
Miss Congeniality

Jennifer Miller

AP.ril4-9
Tentative Schedule of Events
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And, congratulations to
Katherine Oakley, Adreinne Pankey
& Kim Sutton
for representing us so well
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~/OrganizaUon Reception 3 p.m.

Student Night at the Cheri Theater
($2.50 admtaa\on with a valid MSU ID.)

·~~:at Sullivan's Golf Course 12-6 p .m .
($1.50 Putt Putt. $3.00 Par Three Golf)

AU Greek Auembly 7:30 Lovett Auditorium
e1bundq. Apt1l 7
Mock 1b.wh 2-4 p.m.
Band "Trlppln UZarda" 7-10 p.m. El1zabeth Hall
•Ftiday, Apdl8

tveiita and Kickball Tournament 3-5 p.m.
Intramural Pleld

•Sa~d~o~unteer Day, Murray Women's Club
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** Watch for more information and updated schedules on campus!!!
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/Fl'atem1ty Open Houaes (Freabman, you wUl be escorted to these ouses.
III Tournament 6-11 p.m. Cm Health North and South Gyms

Frelbman Events 1-3 p.m. Cutchbl Fleld
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Breakfast Buffet: 7-11 a.m.

Saturday • Sunday

REG . PRICE

Sale Items Not Included

...And don't forget our everyday value meals:
Double Quarter Poun~er w/cheese Meal
Quarter Pounder w/cheese Meal
McGrtlled Chicken Meal
Two Cheeseburgers
McChicken Meal
Big Mac Meal

\

$1 Off Any Cassette • $2 Off Any Compact Disc

~::~

The Bacon Ranch Quarter Pounder
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

DIXIELAND CENTER NO.7-CHESTNUT STREET

"Trophies donated by Taco Bell."
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be or nollo be.... ~
tIt's all GREEK to me!~
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COLLEGE LIFE

Break gives students career experience
BY A NGIE KINSEY
REPORTtR

While most students were
relaxing on the beaches of
Florida during Spring Break,
two Murray State students
were hard at work earning
valuable professional and personal experience that will help
them in their future careers.
Robin Ferguson, senior from
Eddyville, and Tim Orr, senior
from 'Eldorado, Ill., both majoring in special and elementary
education, spent their Spring
Break as volunteers with spe-

cial education children.
The two were in Cayenta,
Ariz., observing and working
with children on a NavaJo
reservation, where they not
only volunteered their time, but
also paid for their t ransportation and other necessities.
They volunteered through the
rural special education pr ogram, (RSEP ).
They were introduced to
RSEP by Greg Prater, a North
Arizona University special education professor and a former
professor at Murray State.
RSEP is a federally-funded

field-based teacher training room, as well as bring new
program and one of the top edu- ideas back with them.
They gained experience by
cation programs in the country.
Through RSEP, Ferguson working one-on-one with stuand Orr observed and worked dents of a variety of education
with students three hours a day levels that come from different
on the reservation and visited backgrounds.
four schools: primary, interme- Robin especially enjoyed workdiate, middle and high. They ing with other college students
were paired with students from and comparing and contrasting
North Arizona University and ideas.
Both of these students experiat night attended university
special education courses enced another culture and
taught by Prater.
gained new insight on their
Throughout the week, they future profession. It was defiwere able to apply what they nitely a Spring Break they will
have been taught in the class- not soon forget.

1OOth anniversary of Rockwell celebrated
STAff REPORT

The
National
Scouting
Museum and Wrather West
Kentucky Museum on Murray
State University's campus are
celebrating the lOOth anniversary of the birth of Norman
Rockwell
The Wrather West Kentucky
Museum is hosting an exhibit,
titled •celebrating America:
The Norman Rockwell Legacy."
The free exhibit features
rarely seen artwork from the
National Scouting Museum's
j world-class
collection
of
Rockwell originals.
I Joining the Rockwell art are
six paintings by illustrator and
long-time Rockwell friend and
colleague Joseph Csatari.
The Scouting Museum's yearlong Rockwell celebration will
also feature speakers including

the director of the Norman
Rockwell
Museum
in
Massachusetts. In addition,·
there will be a new exhibit of
Rockwell stories by The
Spinners.
The celebration will include a
Rockwell County Fair in
October.
Rockwell was the most wellknown and beloved illu strator
of American life for over 66
years.
He was best known for his 47
years of work with the
"Saturday Evening Post." He
produced 321 cover illustrations for the magazine.
Rockwell was also affiliated
with the Boy Scouts of America
for 64 years.
Scouting fit well with
Rockwell's view of American
life. His Scouting illustrations
captured important moments

in the life of a Scout, his family
and his Scouting friends.
The
National
Scouting
Museum hou ses the secondlargest collection of Rockwells
in the world.
This priceless collection contains more than 50 of
Rockwell's finest oil paintings
and sketches.
The
collection
spans
Rockwell's entire career, from
his first Scouting oil painting in
1918 to his last in 1976.
The Scouting Museum is not
ju st a collection of tangible
things. It is a collection of experiences. Visitors can journey
through the world of youth - a
world of developing selfreliance, confidence and cooperation.
While visiting the Scouting
Museum, visitors can also experience Gateway Park.

This is located at the museum's entrance and consists of a
series of ropes, bridges and
obstacles t h at tests courage
and agility.
The lower level of the park is
designated for ages seven and
up. More difficult r opes are
offered to those who are ages 11
and up.
Gateway Park is only open on
weekends in April, May,
September and October. The
park will be open the same
hours as the museum J une 1
through Labor Day.
Presently, the museum is
open
Tuesday
through
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and Sunday 12:30 to 4:30
p.m.
Murray State students are
encouraged to visit the eXhibit.
A free calender of events are
available at the museum.

CAMPUS PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS

I~

1. The Pelican Brief, by John Grisham. Law
student finds herself on the run from killers of two
Supreme Court justices.
2. The Far Side Gallery 4, by Gary Larson.
Collection of cartoons.
3. Ruby, by V.C. Andrews. Young Cajun girl
searches for the truth of her family's past.
4. The Remains of the Day, by Kazuo lshiguro.
English butler recalls his many years of service.
~
5. Schindler's List, by Thomas Keneally. Nazi
~ party member rescues Jews in Poland during
World War II.
6. The Chickens are Restless, by Gary
Larson. New collections of cartoons.
7. Care of the Soul. by Thomas Moore. Guide
tor spirituality in everyday life.
8. The Days Are Just Packed, by Bill
Watterson . More "Calvin and Hobbes" cartoons.
I~~ 9. Interview with tho Vampire, by Anno Rice.
Chilling confessions of a vampire.
10. The Way Things Ought To Be, by Rush
Limbaugh. Controversial issues--that's Limbaugh.

~

'
I

Source: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
BRAD McCLAIN/ Graphics Designer

Did you Know•••
Time management is vital reaching long-term goals as
to a healthy life.
well.
Here are some suggestions
AJJ college students, the
stresses of life are well- for better time management:
known.
Make a deadline for each task
By managing your time, and stick to it. Reasonable
you will be both physically deadlines increase motivaand mentally healthy. In tion.
addition. you will have at Keep a list of items that you
least one thing in control in will need when you go to the
your life. This means better store. Also, list things you
balance between work and need to get done.
play. Your mind will also be Allow yourself breaks and
free for other things.
leisure time for increased
Poor time management is productivity.
And remember, be happy!
usually the cause of not

Todd Ferren & Associates Photography along with Coo-Coo's and Player's
Riverboat Casino would like to ask you the question . .. Do you or someone you know
have the look of the '90's? Think so? Well, be at Coo-Coo's this Saturday for a chance to
win an all-expense paid trip to JamaicJa where you will be photographed by top fashion
and glamour photographer, Todd Ferren, for international calendars and posters.

Coo-Coo's in Canervillc, n. is hosting the contest from March 12 to April16 at
9:00pm. Tbcre will be weekly pri7-es for the top winners. AJI contestants must be 18 or
over! The finals will be held on April 23 where three winners will win the all-expense
paid photo shoot in Jamaica. Don't miss your opportunity to be a star! (618)985-3755
Two Weekly Winners Win

:'1

stso

Two Weekly Winners Win

[I

$50

plus an invitation to the finals
·· ·

''8ES'f WINGS"
In lhe universe!!

·»:":o"c:: .. :· . . . . . . . . .

'(YMJ.e!~~
PH OTOQ RAPH V

WING SAMPLER
New Rt. 13 East

All day, every day!

The Brothers of
HATS OFF TO ALL OF THE SORORITIES

SPECIAL
LUNCH
COMBOS!
Play Pool
Monday Nights
Msu,.D. required
• •
8-11 pm

FR££rr

\\.e \\.:lnt to he
FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THIS YEAR'S DERBY DAYS

MSU's Hang,out!
L ·

Carry-out available on

ENTIRE MENU!!
't
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Coffee Shop offers convenience
BY jENNIFER STEWART
AssisTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

campus Coffee Shop '
200 N. 15th St.
753-3406
Food: Breakfast and lunch items
including snacks and drinks.
Food available to go.
Mood: Very relaxed, casual and
friendly atmosphere. Any attire
acceptable. Music.
Value: Affordable prices includ·
lng a daily special. Tipping is not
needed. Checks are accepted.
Smoking: Bo\h smoking and
non-smoking areas are available.
Accessibility: Not easily accessible to wheelchairs. Very accessible from campus. Parking not
readily available.
Hours: 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

A fast meal that does not consist of school food can be found
without even leaving the campus ... technically.
This is extremely important
to commuters like me who,
when they Q.o finally find a
legal parking space, do not
want to give it up for a quick
bite to eat.
The Campus Coffee Shop,
located across the street from
Wilson Hall, is an ideal place to
eat without leavtng caxnpus
and has an atmosphere conducive for meeting friends. It is
decorated in blue and gold
"Racer-friendly" decor.
The Coffee Shop offers a vari-

ety of sandwiches, soups and
salads at reasonable prices. It
also offers a variety of side
orders to accompany any item
such as french fries, cheese
fries, fried mushrooms, mozzarella sticks and cole slaw.
In addition to the usual hamburgers and cheeseburgers, the
Coffee Shop also has a wide
selection of submarine sandwiches such as the Dagwood,
the Gobbler and the Cow Patty
to choose from. All of these are
served hot or cold on a French
roll. All burgers and sandwiches are served with chips and a
pickle.
I had a turkey club sandwich
when I visited the Campus
Coffee Shop this week. This
just happened to be the daily
special so I got it, along with
french fries and a drink, for a
diacounted price. I got to choose
from white or wheat bread.
I was surprised that my
sandwich included a real tomato alice as well as generous portions of turkey, lettuce and
cheese. The club sandwich had
real bacon on it, tool
My comrade in cuisine had an
enormous chicken sandwich.
The diameter of the bun was
probably about six inches, definitely a lot of food for the
money.
We, as poverty- stricken college students, were also
delighted to find that we did
not have to leave a tip because
you pick up your meal at the
counter.
When you place your order at

JENNifR

SllWARt/Staff

the Campus Coffee Shop, they
Campus Coffee Shop owner
take your name and when your Ed Hudgins said he has owned
food is ready, your name is the restaurant for 14 ye..u-s and
called out. This also adds a per- applauds college students for
sonal touch to the eating expe- their cleanliness and respect
rience. The employees also for the Coffee Shop's property.
make sure they wish you a
Hudgins said he particularlygood day when you pick up your likes the atmosphere the stumeal.
dents bring to the restaurant.
For a change from the fast
"Students come in and meet
food breakfast, the Coffee Shop their friends or just study," he
offers a wide variety of break- said.
fast foods. You can create your
Though sitting in the smokown omelet from a large selec- ing section got to be a ~it
tion of toppings.
smoky, my friend and I enjoyed
They also offer eggs, French our experience at the Campus
toast, biscuits and gravy, crois- Coffee Shop. We did not have to
sant sandwiches and pancakes, get into our cars to get there
all at very reasonable prices.
and our walk back to campus
Additionally, the Coffee Shop was extremely short.
sella candy bars, pastries and
We found it very personable,
cigarettes.
inexpensive and delicious.

Above left, April Erkman, sophomore from Murray, works at the
Campus Coffee Shop, located directly across from Wilson Hall.
While working at the Coffee Shop, she takes customers' ol"ders.
Here, Erkman gives Robin Fersuson, tenior from Eddyville. the
change from her ol"der she has just placed.
Above, james B. Pryor, senior from Huntsville, Ala., relaxes In
the casual atmosphere of the Coffee Shop. Pryer does so by
enjoying a cup of coffee and a cigarette. The Campus Coffee
Shop offers free refills of coffee to its customers.

WHEELER By Josh Wilkes

For your information ...

J//lfJD. ,, IJiiJe AI-

• A survey reported in 7V Giude that one out of four
Americans would not stop watdling television even if they
were paid $1 Inillion. Forty-six percent would not give up
watching television for anything leaa than $1 million.
• At approximately 23 hours, 59 minutes, 60 seconds
Coordinated Universal Time, on June 30, 1992, one second
was added to the world's time in order to keep super-accurate atomic clocks in step with the Earth's rotation. This was
the 17th "leap second" that has been inserted into atomic
clocks since 1972.
•A 1991 Gallup Poll showed that 53 precent of respondents said that they did not have a gun in the house.
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The Sisters Of ALA

congratulates

Whitney Steele

Had A WONDERFUL Time A
:EX Derby Days
&

on being inducted
into

Our Karaoke Mixer!
Jhanks For Everything!

Omicron Delta Kappa

Congratulations

to the

AOll
Miss MSU contestants!

..
..

You represented us well!

Sara Thompson
.. Kendra Jones

Ginger Adams
Laurel Little

2nd - Runner up -- Va!erie Kotys
Love, your sisters in Alpha Omicron Pi

~
~

5p.m. Commonwealth Room
3rd floor Curris Center
ll'J
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Character a must for athletes?
I

By Jeff Drews

Seven athletes f8.ce various criminal charges
No college in America is immune to a studentathlete's involvement in criminal behavior.
Like a cancer, this problem has spread from
campus to campus at an alarming rate and has
finally stricken Murray State University.
According to Public Safety, from the fall of
1993 to now, seven MSU student-athletes have
been charged for alleged criminal activity.
"We're not proud of any athlete getting
involved in anything like this at all," said MSU
athletic director Mike Strickl.and. "We're embarrassed and concerned for the program and the
University."
Strickland said the coaches are responsible for
their players.
"If the program is not representing the
University in the proper manner, then we must
evaluate it: Strickland said. "We are not interested in running an outlaw institution at all."

The solutions

ON-CAMPUS CRIMES
During the fall 1993 semester 11 charges were filed with Public Safety against MSU students on
campus. Of these seven were charged against athletes. Comparison of the percentage of crimes
reported to Public Safety committed by athletes to those commit1ed by non-athletes on the MSU
campus:

•

non-athl.. es

fEJ athletes

The problem
Five football players have been charged with
alleged criminal activity.
Philip Jones, sophomore from Sarasota, Fla.,
plead'ed guilty -to charges of possession of' ·
marijuana on October 18, 1993 and alcohol .
intoxication.
David Dodds, sophomore from Greendale,
Wis., pleaded guilty to a charge of possession of
marijuana on October 18, 1993 and was released
from the team.~
Allen Johnson, sopho:more from Conway, S.C.,
pleaded guilty to a charge of fourth-degree
assault on October 31, 1993; a charge terroristic
threatening on November 29, 1993; and a charge
of contempt of court. He was also released.
Willie Corbin, freshman from Detroit, pleaded
guilty to a charge of simple assault on November
4, 1993 and a charge of alcohol intoxication on
February 13, 1994. He was arrested Tuesday for
failure to pay court coste.
Norman Mason, freshman from Paducah, was
charged with first-degree sodomy. His case is
with the grand jury.
"Norman Mason, if he's guilty of sodomy, I'll be
the first one to walk him to the peniten1;iary,"
said head football coach Houston Nutt. ~e don't·
put up with that. Somebody assaults like Allen
Johnson, hey he's gone."

Graphic does not include charges filed
with the Murray Police Department,
Calloway County Sheriffs Department
or the Kentucky State Police.
Source: DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
NOLAN B. PATTON I Graphics Designer

Two members of the men's basketball team
have also been charged for alleged criminal
activity.
Greg Anderson, junior from Albany, Ga., was
charged with fourth-degree assault. A diversion
agreement was reached.
Marcus Jones, senior from Memphis, Tenn.,
was charged with fourth-degree assault. A
diversion agreement was also reached.
"I don't agree with what has happened," said
men's head basketball coach Scott Edgar. "But
they are students that have made some mistakes
ti6 a lot of students on this campus.•

Neither coach believes there is a problem.
"I don't think it is as big a problem as people
think it is," Nutt said. "Ninety-eight percent of
our team are good people and nobody hears

about them. You're talking about five people and
not the other 112."
Lequida Pearson. a member ol'tb.e women's
basketball team, agrees.
"We have a problem with a certain few athletes that has given athletes as a whole a bad
name," she said.

t

But Joe Green, associate director of Public
Safety, has noticed a trend.
~e have experienced an influx of disorderly
conduct among athletes over what we've experienced in recent years," Green said.
Women's bead volleyball coach Brenda Bowlin
believes there is a problem.
"I think it's a problem anywhere," she said. "I
don't think it's just a problem at Murray State
University. I think it's a problem in our society."

Class attendance demanded
One of the biggest stereotypes against athletes is they
never go to class and they do
not graduate.
At Murray State University,
the stereotype is a myth.
Student-athletes, teachers
and coaches work together to
' ensure the athlete gets the
proper courses and can handle
the course work while participating in his or her sport.
The process of getting a good
• student-athlete begins with
recruiting.
"When I recruit, I look for
grades,• said women's volleyball coach Brenda. Bowlin.
"They can be the best volleyball
player, but if they don't have
the grades, I take a step back."
The next step is going to
class.
At times, athletes are tired
emotionally and physically, but
this is no excuse to miss class.
"There's no reason • for not
going to class," said women's
tennis coach Connie Keasling.
"They are expected to go to
class as part of their scholarship requirements and hopefully the people I'm associated
with will do it because they
know it's something they have
to do.•
Murray State University athletic director Mike Strickland
believes the athlete who does
not attend class is hurting himself.
"The athlete is cheating himself," Strickland said. 'The person who is hurting the most is
the student-athlete."
Not only will absences hurt
an athletes grade point average, but it will also determine
whether that student receives
any more scholarship money.
Head football coach Houston
Nutt has already released sev-

eral players for academic reasons.
"If you're a repeat offender (of
skipping claae), you're gone,"
Nutt said. "We have three players who have been dismissed
from the team."
Even on days when athletes
are exhausted, they motivate
themselves to go class.
"It's kind of humiliating
when your teacher says you
have to study more or something like that," said Jennifer
Langford, a member of the
women's golf team.
Nutt has devised a plan to
encourage his players to attend
class.
"'f somebody doesn't go to
school, they are up and running: Nutt said. "We call it a
Racer reminder. If anybody has
gone through one of those, it's
not very fun. This could happen
at 5:30 a.m. or at 10:30 p.m."
Study hall is available to athletes four times a week. Each
session last two hours. Tutors
are available to athletes who
are struggling with a subject.
•If you have under a 2.0, you
are required to go (to study
hall) at least three nights per
week," Keasling said. "The reason is you're trying to emphasize a routine in which they
study for a two hour block. You
also want to emphasize that
there are tutor available to
them."
Class room attendance is
monitored by assistant athletic
director Margaret Simmons.
She reports to coaches the
student-athletes
academic
progress through out the
semester.
Eventually comes graduation. Several reasons exist
why athletes take longer to
graduate.
Class schedules must work

If there is a problem, Nutt said it stems from
recruiting.
"We just about got the cancer weeded out:
Nutt said. '!We ask them three questions: number one, 'Can we trust you?'; number two, 'Axe
you committed?'; number three, 'Do you care?' If!
you can answer yea to all tlu:ee of those, then we
have got us a good student-athlete."
Edgar's thoughts were similar.
"We do a pretty thorough background check,"
Edgar said. "We try to bring together the best
student-athletes we can who can succeed in a
collegiate environment.•
•
Nutt said he believes another part of the problem is a breakdown in family.
"Sometimes, when we're not competing,, we
lose our relationships with them," Nutt said.
"We've been with them everyday for three
months and now we're not there and they tend to
think we coaches are not around.•
Nutt said he believ. discipline is a solution.
Nutt and his asai&tant coaches constantly
check up on players to see if they are going to
claae, to see if they an in their rooms at a decent.
hour and to see if they are getting up for class.
"They know the consequences if they get
caught," Nutt said. -rhat would be a 'Racer
reminder': runni.ng, 8111Detimes we11 take special
privileges away and if it gets too bad, we'll call
their family and say they are really jeopardizing
their scholarship."
Edgar believes the eolution is through education.
"When I came here, I told them I was going to
be an educator on campus,• Edgar said. "I think
we have to educate more. It'e quite possible I
haven't educated them enough."
When a player is in.Wved with the law, Edgar
takes it personally.
"I'm going to go too far with somebody and
take some heat for it before I won't go far
enough," Edgar said. "'take it personally to help
them reach their pote11tial."
Edgar sai4'f*'ple tbiDk it'"is reuy to cut a player from a team. • "
11
If you get rid of them, you might be the most
important person in that person's life,• he said.
If that happens, Edgar &aid, the player might
end up on the street, join a gang, begin using
drugs or even die.

Attlletis ia rn '
de$erve respect
.

'
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W h a t
wouJd ·. •you
do. · if the
g e n era 1
p u b 11 c

labeled you
&murderer
or a ~et?

What

if

they eaid
education

• •• walt..

Jeff Drews/Staff
Freshman Renardo Levine, a member of the men's basketball
team takes notes during a class lecture. Levine, from
Anchorage, Alaska, attends Murray State on academic scholarships,

around athletics.
"I tell them to take a load
they are comfortable with for
the first semester," Bowlin
said. "Then I tell them to load
up for the second semester."
Keasling has a different philosophy.
"Pm not going to ask them to
hold back from taking a class,"
she said. "Take what you've got
to take in the fall and if you
miss practice we'll make it up
in an :individual session."

Keasling said she can do this
because her sport is non-sanctioned.
For the athlete, graduation is
everything.
"1 think that has to be every
athlete's
priority,"
said
Rachelle Cadwell, a member of
the women's basketball team
and golf team . "The degree
should be your main goal before
you set any athletic goals."

most atndenta don't know
halt of the J)Qiitive things
. the MSU fbotbal1, te8lp. doea.
Dicf~ .know aElniors Joe
LeJiais and David Cox led
the
Special
Olympics
Ceremony this year?
I . ·~t you didn't know
Ji:aUliy' Stratton took a
SaturdaY to help students at
a local ~ say no to
~. S:e al8o -volunteered
time ;to College Day and

Neeclline.

,

ad 011 peoMarcfu.a Kimbrell participle
like pated in the Family
younelt?
Reeoutces Fair where they
proVidM clothing<' to the
What i£ tpy cJai!Ded" You ' needy. He allo participated
-.re useless to aociety and ill Needline.
doomed to the streets?
When. students came back
Tbafs the imap (aciq to ec:hool in the fall,,the team
many stUdent-athletes. i
heW ibem. move back in to
Recently, iout football pro;. the residenee halls. ·
gram has been labeled inoorThe team aliO worked with
rectly tiecauae one member the Murray juvenile departwas charged with first- ment to help troubled young
degree sodomy.
l'nen ~eam aboUt responsibil..
Sure1 ·th~>~ team has had ity.
problems. But don't all
And fiD.illly, ten .;members
teams. At last cheek I
of the team will walk for the
• believe the entire team was
Lite Houae in April.
still human.
Now; ask yourself what
Now I . 1mow some proD-·
~have
done for your fellems are more serious than
low
man.
Probably not that
others and should be dealt
mUch.
with in .a severe way. But no
So do you think it is still
matter what, it ia wrong to
okaY·
to stereotype the footstereotype an entire team, or
ball
team
as a blinch con·
race for that mattert
victa?
There are always going to
I hope not.
people with shady back
· grounds and questionable
AI ~ can He, ~st are
character. Always. But tliat well' on·tneir way ,t6 becomis no excuse to label every- ing contribU~ meJ]lbers of
body.
aociety.
ln.fact, I'd be "frilling to bet
Lefs treat them that way.
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.I ntramurals crown
basketball champs
BY SCOTT NANNEY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Just as other basketball
leagues are ending their seawith
championship
sons
games, the intramural basket..
ball league added two more
teams to its list of champions
Monday night.
Kappa Alpha Psi captured
the below .500 championship
with a 68-62 victory over the
Runnin' Rangers while the
Si:xera claimed the above .500
championship with 71-66 triumph over Alpha Tau Omega.
In the first contest, Kappa
Alpha Psi jumped out of the
gates quickly to post a 2()..9
lead with 8:51 left in the fi.rat
half. Kappa Alpha Psi continued to dominate the first half
and held a comfortable 32-21
lead at halftime.
· Kappa Alpha Psi continued
its dominance early in the sec-ond half and looked to be in
control of the game, but the
Runnin' Rangers battled back
With a 10-2 run capped off by a
basket from Jeremy Phillips
that tied the score at 64-54:.
: The rally quickly came to an
end as Kappa Alpha Pai scored
unanswered points to lead
60-54 with 1:30 left in the

six

game. The points came on a
pair of free throws from David
Redmond. a layup off a missed
free throw from Butch Mosby
and a layup from Paul
Greenidge.
Redmond led Kappa Alpha
Psi with 22 points followed by
Greenedge with 13 and Mosby
with 11.
Matthew Harrison led the
Runnin'Rangen with a gamehigh 26 points. Jeff Seaton
scored 13.
Phillips said the Rangers
played a good game, but could
have played better on both
endet of the court.
"Our offense was alright, but
we could have played better
defense,• he said. "I think we
could have won the game is we
had started it better.•
In the above .600 championship, the Si:xers gained control of the game in the early
going and never looked back.
Danny Nutt led the Si:xers
charge in the first half with
four three-point baskets followed by Bruce Lane, who connected on three three-pointers
aa the Si:xers led 31-17 with
2:0:> remaining in the half. The
Si.xers continued their good
shooting and extended their
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~~!~~.~..............
e
-o,.. 79
!?u~~~~~.~.~~~~.~.~.
e

HONt:VSUCKLE
tiO lbt. end Up}

PACKS
12 01.

Grade 'A" F'roxen
118 lbs. end Upl

said.

cans

BUTTERBALL

C 0 N G R

~Ciiristin

lead to twenty points. .
The second half waa much of
the same as the Sixers maintained their lead and held on
for the 71-66 wilL Lane paced
the Sixera with a game-high 26
points. He was followed by
Danny Nutt, who scored 20
points and Derrick Flowers,
who added 13.
Carl Watkins lead the ATO's
with 21 points followed by
Trent Bates with 11 and Dusty
Pagel with 10.
Flowers
said
brothers
Houston and Danny Nutt contributed to the team's enthusiasm and spirit.
"I felt that coach Nutt and his
brother provided us with alot of
enthusiasm and gave us a big
boost with their spirit,"
Flowers said. "We haven't
played very well the past two
games. but I am pleased with
the way we came out here and
played this championship
game."
Nutt said the Si:xers played
well. but the main goal for the
team was to have fun.
"I think that we made a good
run in the tournament and
everyone plaved well," Nutt

A T U L A T I 0
J'UIC>Wr~

~Qyint

Miss MSU 1994
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ana to a{{ tlie cantfidates for tfoing
a wontferju{ jo6. You a£( klo/(f,a

- Hmtt 9L UfJ MASH Low Salt Spec:lll

6eautiful.
Love, tlie sisters in 5fJpliaSigma .9l.{plia

~~-::~....... $)28

JOHN MORRELL
8on•ln

E·Z CUT

HAMS

pound ..........................

Plain, Self Rlslq or Better For Bread

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' KROGER

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

MAKE A DIFFERENCE...

79e ®uA;:
~! 3 97 S~~.::saEM:X

'f~

Bitt Lll.e Cut Df FrtiiC~·Siyle Creta BeiM, W1lole Ke~~~el, Crtallll)tt Coldel
CAlli. Spluc•.Sbd Cmots. Sweet Pus.thole or Sllctd W.ltt PoiJ1Des- Cmed

KROGER VEGETABLES

:Register for YAA 290 this fall semester and earn 3 hours
of college credit while helping people i~ our community.
YAA 290

Assorted Varieties
Layer BETTY CROCKER

Sltl

Current Trends and Issues
9:30 ·10:45 T & Th
in Community Service Programs

C

12 to
17 oz:.

,

pq.

cans

READY-1'0-SPREADFROSTINGS .... IUt.ca 11.39

Regular, Extra Creamy, Chocolate or Lite

BIRDSEYE COOL WHIP

· A minor in Youth Agency Administration may also be
. considered from the American Humanics program .
.: For more information please contact:
Roger We is, 108 Carr Health Building
or Call 762-3808

V~:- · aae
Assorted Flavors

KRAFT Regular or Light

TURNER ICE CREAM

PHILADELPHIA CREAM CHEESE

77c
~~

•

:·

8 01,
pkg.

78c V

half
calion

ULTRA or DOUBLE POWER
(33 to 42 Use)

Assorted Flavors

SURF LAUNDRY DETERGENT

BIG K SOFT DRINKS

~t $2!!.

.~~~. SA88
box

Congratulates
Shannon Paulin
Marcie Donkin
Laurie Moore
Kristi Co-w-an
Heather Keith

$)99

...

F

2· Piy, 280 Sheets, 154 Sq. ft.

Special Twin Pak 150 ct. pq.)

KROGER BATH TISSUE

TYLENOL GEL CAPS

~v~)
4Jt

•;. ;" $)99

BUYI ,
GETI

ltnn
,~

j~~~teK~;;~;~:---------wH~I~~j-~wo;uu~K8r~-"~~J-,
1
With Plastic Cover - 15 oz. Capacity
II fREE
fREE

I
I CASSEROLE DISH li~JT~~~~~~E'V£ FREE EGGS I

S)99

~~
~
I

II

~ ~.
· I'

~!'!'!:'!.'!.'! ~c!'! !'~! !".!.!.! !.

t

'"ti

h
eac

"!!!!"!'

on their induction
into Order of Omega!

.J~f:.·l._:~Z:-:..:

IICASHIERPI.EASECOMPlfTE

••·

~
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I 1... ...

'\'ALUEUPT0$100'
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11._ ............- •••
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- ef.l.6fe11. 'Di.MHell.
HlUidqu.wd.e1t6 ~
14 ot.
rrir~
•9K 'Jb 'Deli•
2
Deluxe
Pastel Colored
Assorted CAnned
' 5.25
TURKEY or
EASTER

Sweetened Condensed

EAGLE BRAND MILK ................... ans

Ol.

DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE ..................,cm

Ret .• UthtorNoF'at
loot.
DAISY
SOUR CREAM ......................
t .. b
1 lb
COUNTRY CLUB BUTTER.................... pka:
Quarters

I

{

2

99t
99t
99C

7'5

HAM DINNER

$

I
I
I
1

CAKES

$599

each

,
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SPORTS

Rodeo IDore than just a sport
BY M ELISSA FARNUM
REPORTER

The Murray State Rodeo Team affects the finances
of the school and the city of Murray.
Since Murray has the only rodeo team in the state
of Kentucky it attracts students. The team has members from Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee, Illinois and
other states.
Rodeo club president Stan
Maclin said 75 to 80 percent of the
team members are from ou t of
state. The University receives outof-state-tuition, dorm money, book
money and parking fees.
•Any time you bring students
from out of state, who would not be
here if it were not for the rodeo team, it has to have a
positive effect," Maclin said.
This is one of the arguments the team used two
years ago when Murray almost lost the team.
Maclin said the threat started because of budget

cuts. Bill Cherry , the Mayor ofMurray said the team
pays for its own fees so it is not a big cost to the
University.
Maclin said it is understandable that the team
receives no funding from the school because it competes for money instead of ribbons. "'You have to take
the good with the bad," Maclin said.
The school then tried to say that the rodeo team was
too much of a risk. If someone was injured during a

practice or competition, a law suit against the
University could be filed and the school could not
afford the liability.
Maclin said the team met with the Murray State
lawyer and developed a catastrophic insurance plan
which provided extra insurance to team members. He
also said many waivers have to be signed .
Shay Miles, a team roper from Anna ill., said that if
it had not been for the community working together
and raising money the team would have been lost.
Maclin feels it would have been unfortunate if
Murray lost the rodeo team. Future revenues would be
lost and future students from out of state, would be
lost as well.

The team also helps the community.
Each fall the team hosts a rodeo for physically challenged children. Maclin said nearly 1,000 children
attended the most recent event.
Chery said the team is one of the best organizations
at Murray Satate for bringing people into town.
Tim Miller, general manager of Holiday Inn said the
team affects Murray tremendously.
Tim Barton, assistant manager of Shoney's Inn said
their business increases when the rodeo is in town.
"At rodeo time the town is booming,.. said Barton.
Maclin said that unlike pro rodeo you fmd more of a
"mom and dad" following. It is almost like watching a
ball game.
Mark Watkins, a saddle bronc rider from Murray ·
said people travel to the Murray rodeo because it is so
centrally located in the region.
"You can always tell when the cowboy boots and
hats hit town," said Cherry.
·
This is the second story in a three-part series
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Racers of
the Week
Senior Marcus Logan,
from Evanston, Ill., is a
Racer of the Week.
l ogan allowed just four
hits in 10 innings Saturday
as the 'Breds squeaked
out a 2-1 victory over
Tennessee Tech at
Reagan Field.
The win improved his
overall record to 3-1 and
upped the 'Breds' team
record to 9-1o on the sea·

son.

The women's track
teem has also been

named a Racer of the
Week.
· In a meet at Stewart
·Stadium on Saturday, the
women earned first place
overall while defeating five '
other schools.

SATURDAY'S.SWEET SUCCESS

Far left,

Racer
senior
Stacey
Geralds
throws her
way to a
third place
finish In the
Javelin
competition. The
women's
team
placed first.
Senior
Marcus

Logan Is
congratulated after
tossln1•
four hitter
In the
'Breds' 2-1
wlnap.lnst
TTUon
Saturl:lay.

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

CLASSIFffiDS
PERSONALS
Flipper-Dream Day may be
over but our "fantasies• will
always last Wear :t.n with
pride. Love, Phantom
Corum-lt won't be longI I'm so
proud of you! Nose. nose. LOYe,
YSM
The sisters of 8X6. would like
to thank the brothers of ICZI£ for
a great Aprfl Fools Mixerl You
guys are greatl
To beornotto be...lt'sall Greek
tome!
Tumer-Did I mention that other
picture did tum out? I went
ahead and dropped It off at the
penthouse.
8X4-from a "boxer" Christ·
mas dance to dallng your fa·
vorite dolphin, you've supported me. I love you all. Ken
Remember to stop by the :trt
house today for our yard sale!
We've gotgreatpotential mixer
outfitsI

PERSONALS
Thanks to Wend! Bates for an
awesome Mystery Dance!
Love, AAll
Woo Woo-Have I ever told
you how much I love yoo?
Yours, Dawn Marie
Tre-Get a hobby, quit reading
the classlfledsl Love, Dawn
Marte
To the Sigma sisters-Thanks
for an ootragoos Disco Daze.
The brothers of llKA

Go Sigma volleyball team!
Congrats Kathy Tibbotts for
advancing to zones! Love,
AMI
Sigma Sigma Sigma looks
forward to Greek Weeki
The sisters of .tD; had a
groovln'time at the IIKA nixerl
Hey

Alpha

~rinkle .• With

Slgs-

a II Keep the

pha Sig spirit goingI

M
uElNEWS

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

L..orH<eep on amlllng. Things
will get better! Love YSM, M

Go Alpha Gam volleyball
teamsII

One-year-old 486 OX/50 4 Meg
RAM, two 120 MB hard drfves
sound blaster pro sound card
CD Rom drive% 1/4 and 3 1/2
drfves 15 Inch monitor, 24 bit
color video card, DOS windows
keyboard, and mouse $2500.
Call 753·3707 after 6 p.m.

CRUISESHIPS HIRING-Earn
up to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land·Tour compa·
Illes. Summer& Full·Time employment available. No exp
neoessary. For Info.call1 ·206634-0468 ext. C5538

Prug.-You sang wonderfully at
the Miss MSU pagaentl Love,
your sisters In .tD;

Typing Services. Fast, reliable,
spell check; laser printer. $1 .251
page. 435-4308

Hey Clip-How ya doln'?l?
Watch those beer cansI

For eal&-Women's mountain
bike $75 or best offer. Golf bag
and headcovers $30 or best
offer. Call 759·9424

Theslstersof:t:tl:>.ookforward
to our "April Fools In Love• for·
mall

Melody Helgersoll- Congratu·
lations on a fantastic job In your
track meet! We've been so
proud of you throughout your
excellent track season. AJ:.A
love and ours, your sisters

FOR SALE
Two bedroom upstairs apart·
ment stove, refrlgeralor, some
furniture Included. Available
June 1st $200/month. Call Alii·
son Photography 753-8809

HELP WANTED
M CRUISE & TRAVEL EM·
PLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREEl (CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII, ASIA!)
HURAYI BUSY SPRING/SUM·
MEA SEASONS APPROACH·
lNG. GUARANTEED SUC·
CESSI CALL (919) 929-4398

AL ASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-Eam up to
$8,000+ In two months. Room
and boardl Transportation!
Male or Female. No experi·
ence necessary. Cal (206)5454155 ext. A5538
CHILDCAAE OP POATU·
NrTESJ Prescreened families
looldng for carfng Individuals
to spend a year as a nanny.
$176-$350/week, room and
board car, airfare Included. C8ll
Chlldcrest: 1-800·574-8889.

RATES

...,

Deadllne......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

HELP WANTED
LOST I FOUND

Closed on weekends and holidays

Murray, Kentucky 42071

RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

Beta Psi's

niMW
Retreat

Good luck

Breds

SGA
Candidates,_.

Be seen and
be heard in
The Murray
State News!

against
Morehead!

Think

ovc
Title!

Check out our
reasonable rates.
Wilson Hall Room 111.
All election ads must be paid In advanced, and space must be reserved by
~oon Monday prior to publication.
.A.:iil

The sisters of
congratulate

Thank You
For A

,.,

:

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FORSAI.E

Classlfieds Department,
.
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

Summer jobs-Camp Winne·
bago boys camp In Maine look·
lng for dynamic caring coun·
selor Instructors. Our 75th
Annlveraary Year. Can you
teach
any
of
the
followl~nls, archery, thean, camping skills. video,
photography, riflery, v.1ndsurf·
lng, canoeing, saJHng, waterskiIng, swimming (WSI or Ufeguard)? Do office wori<? Play
plano? age 19+. Transportation
provided. 6/19-8/18. Call Phil
Ulenthal703-471· 1705orwrlte
1606 Washington Plaza,
Reston, VA 22090.

Summer Resort Job&-Eam
to $12/hr. + tips. Locations In·
elude: Hawaii, Aoricla. Rocky
Mountains, Alaska. New Eng·
land, etc. For details call: 1·
800·80705940 ext. A5538.

With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

HELP WANTED

Check Out Our Weekly
Special
Friday & Saturday Night Buffet
806 Olestnut

753-0045

.r. .r.

.r.

Cliristin Qjtin t
as our new

Miss MSU!
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BOOTH

VISIT

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

18- 23-year-old children of faculty and staff to receive a $100
discount on room rates
•agreed to enact the current
tuition refund policy for room
and board refunds, effective in
1994-95
• authorized the University
to issue a contract to Deloitte &
Touche for performance of the
University's financial and compliance audits for the fiscal
year ending June 30, at a cost
of$48,500.

Robert A Altenkirch, dean of
the College of Engineering at
Mississippi State University.
.Altenkirch stressed his leadership style, developed from his
background as an engineer,
many times throughout the
rounds of questions. He emphasized analysis, using a logical
approach and completely identifying the problem before tackling it.
"My approach is to analyze
(problems) very carefully and to

FAREWELL
Continued from Page 1

said. "I was moving thinge out of my
office the other day and I found bottles
of water and peanut butter crackers in
case we got trapped. The UHF radio is
there, still charging after four years.•
Kurth talked about the work he did
to make the Regional Special Events

involve as many people as possible," he said in response to a
question about budget cuts.
He also said he is accessible,
but he may send the solutionseeking individual through the
proper channels first.
Altenkirch has experience
dealing with students both in
and outside the classroom. He
has
taught
at
Purdue
University, the University of
Kentucky and Mississippi
State. At Mississippi, he is
involved with student engineering organizations.
"I draw students into all

Center a reality.
"When I came to Murray State, we
had a $10 million Legislative appropriation to build a regional special
events center," he said. "But having
built buildings in the past, I knew that
this was only enough money to build
something a little better than the
Expo Center, and we can all agree
Murray does not need a second Expo
Center.

activities so as not to alienate
anyone,• he said.
He said student involvement
in campus activities is important.
"'t gives students responsibility and authority and they can
be productive," he said.
Altenkirch said he does not
see the president as the boss,
but as the leader of the university.

Candidate 13
The last candidate to visit
campus was A. James Kerley,

"So, we organized Murray State's
first full-scale fu.nd.raising campaign
and raised $2 million, thus convincing
the Legislature to provide $8 million
more. I am proud to have brought this
project to its cummt state of completion."
Kurth will probably best be remembered for his contributions to the
International programs that flourished during his tenure.

president of Hopkinsville
Community College.
He placed emphasis on his
leadership style, which he
referred to as "walk-around
management."
"I like to meet with and talk
with people," he said. "I am
very student-oriented. You can
talk with students and breakdown walls. No one's going to
stop me from talking to a student.
"I believe in sharing leadership and (campus) community
building. Community is an attitude of working together."

"We need the cultural contribution,
the growth in our understanding, and
the intellectual stimulation which
results from interaction with peoples
from other countries," he said.
Mrs. Kurth has left her mark on
MSU as well. She is responsible for
creating the Friends of Oakhurst, an
organization that raises funds independently to support Oakhurst without using appropriated funds.

He said presidents have to
make tough decisions, but be
creative about them.
"'S<Ine things can be done by
listeuing and talking," he said.
Kerley said he enjoyed teaching 811 much as he enjoys the
administrative side of school.
"' love teaching and I still do
it," he said. "My goal is to retire
and 1b.en teach. I also love the
small college and the small
town.•
The Board of Regents anticipates bringing in more candidates later this month.

She is alto credited with inspiring
the Scottish heritage link at Murray
State.
"These are two contribution that
will serve the University for many
years to come," he said.
The Kurlhs will be traveling
between Murray and Montgomery
until they buy a house and move out
Oakhurst.

Residence Hall Students
Room Reservation Cards are due
by 3 p.m. on Monday, April 4.
Your best chance of receiving your first
preference is to get your card in by April 4.
• H you have not received your

card, go to your
front desk ASAP!

"We Want You To Live With Usr'

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.,
~here's a

Congratulations
to our Newest initiates
Susan Bernhardt

Debbie Kipling

Julie Boram

Valerie Kotys

Cindy Bowman

Emily Lutz

Tracy Cissel

Meredith Major

Keeli Clark

Missi Markham

Candy Clements

Heather Preston

Karla Conner

Melissa Saunders

Bridget Davis

Amy Savells

Laura Easley

Erika Smith

Nicole Essner

Jennifer Taylor

Jill Gentry

Kelly Vogt

Amanda Haynes

Keri Zoll

Deidra Holcomb

We are so proud, and
we love you!

Ford or Mercury Just Ukc You •••
and Your Ford or Uncoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own •••
• $400 cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive
says a lot about who you ore. So why
not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going?
In other words, why not say it with a
sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a
personal statement-because the 1994
Ford & Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program** gives you your choice
of $400 cash back or a special
finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified
applicants pre-approved credit up to
$18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days
in most states (excluding Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask
about the College Graduate Purchase
Program. (It's a terrific way to show the
world just how smart you really are!)

• Spec•ol Flroonc;e rote olternohve and Ford Cred tt programs not ovo doble on leo$!11
•• To be el.g•ble, you m~nt graduate wrth o bodlalor's 0( graduate degree, 0< be enrolled ingroduolo schoor, betwefm 1/ 1/ 94
emd 9/30194. Th•s program IS •n addrlton to all other natrona! CVItomer t~centives; except lor othot Ford pn'oiOte aflms.
•ndud•ng the Young Buyer Program You must purche»e or lease your new vehicla between II l/94 CJI'd 'l/30/95.
Some customer and vehkle restndtons apply, so sec your dealer lor detotls

of

